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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO
NANCY TAYLOR and DOUG HOUSTON,
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And
KIRBY VICKERS and CHERYL VICKERS,
husband and wife,

Supreme Court No. 34809
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Petitioners-Appellants,

CANYON COUNTY BOARD OF
COMMISSIONERS, a political subdivision of
the State of Idaho,

1
1
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1
1

Respondent,

........................................................
EDWARD SAVALA,
Intervenor-Respondent.

j
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Appeal from the Third Judicial District, Canyon County, Idaho.
HONORABLE GORDON W. PETRIE, Presiding
William F. Gigray and Shelli D. Stewart, WHITE PETERSON, P.A.,
5700 East Franklin Road, Suite 200, Nampa, Idaho 83687-7901
Attorneys for Appellants
David L. Young, Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney, and Douglas D. Emery,
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, 1115Albany Street, Caldwell, Idaho 83605
Attorneys for Respondent
Todd M. Lakey, LAKEY LAW, LLC., 17 1

2 Ave
~ ~So., Suite 201,

Nampa, Idaho 83651

Attorney for Intervenor
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Third Judicial District Court -Canyon Count'

ROA Report
Case: CV-2006-0006009-C Current Judge: Gordon W Petrie

Nancy A Taylor, etal. vs. Canyon County Board Of Commissioners
Nancy A Taylor, Doug Houston, Kirby Vickers. Cheryl L Vickers vs. Canyon County Board Of Commissioners

Other Claims
Date

Judge
New Case Filed-Other Claims
Summons Issued

Gregory M Culet
Gregory M Culet

Filing: R2 -Appeals And Transfers For Judicial Review To The District
Gregory M Culet
Court Paid by: Gigray, William F Ill (attorney for Taylor, Nancy A) Receipt
number: 0184746 Dated: 6/1/2006 Amount: $72.00 (Check)
Order requiring preparation of transcript and record and appellate
scheduling

Gregory M Culet

Estimate of Fees for Clerk's Record & Transcript
Order of Re-Assignment

Gregory M Culet
Gregory M Culet
Gordon W Petrie
Gordon W Petrie

Change Assigned Judge
Motion for Amendment to Order Requiring Preparation of Transcript and
Record and Appellate Scheduling
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Amendment to Order Requiring
Preparation of Transcript and Record and Appellate Scheduling
Proof of service
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 219901 Dated 12/14/2006for 2844.00) ( for
Clerks Record and Transcript)
Amended scheduling Order
Lodged Clerk's Record
Notice of Clerk's Lodged Record
Notice of Clerk's Lodged Transcript for Judicial Review
Lodged Transcripts (5 Hearings)
Bond Converted (Transaction number 30548 dated 12/29/2006 amount
2,544.00)
Notice of Clerk's Filed Record
Clerk's Record
Bond Converted (Transaction number 30726 dated 1/12/2007 amount
153.00)

Gordon W Petrie
Gordon W Petrie
Gordon W Petrie
Gordon W Petrie
Gordon W Petrie
Gordon W Petrie
Gordon W Petrie
Gordon W Petrie
Gordon W Petrie
Gordon W Petrie
Gordon W Petrie
Gordon W Petrie

Notice of objection request for augmentation to clerk's record pursuant to I.
A. R 29 (a) and I.R.C.P. 83(q)
Notice of Clerk's Filed Transcript for Judicial Review
Transcript Filed (5 Hearings)
Lodged Supplemental Record
Notice of Clerk's Lodged Supplement to the Record
Motion for amendment to amended scheduling order
Stipulation for amendment to amended scheduling order
Second Amended and Restated Scheduling Order

Gordon W Petrie
Gordon W Petrie
Gordon W Petrie
Gordon W Petrie
Gordon W Petrie
Gordon W Petrie
Gordon W Petrie

Supplemental Record
Notice of Clerk's Filed Supplement to the Record
Notice of Status Conference
Hearing Scheduled (Conference - Status 02/23/2007 09:OO AM)
Petitioners' opening brief

Gordon W Petrie
Gordon W Petrie
Gordon W Petrie
Gordon W Petrie
Gordon W Petrie

6)84)081.

Gordon W Potrie

-
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Third Judicial District Court Canyon Count
ROA Report

User: HEIDEMAN

Case: CV-2006-0006009-C Current Judge: Gordon W Petrie

Nancy A Taylor, etal. vs. Canyon County Board Of Commissioners
Nancy A Taylor, Doug Houston, Kirby V~ckers,Cheryl L Vickers vs. Canyon County Board Of Commissioners

Other Claims
Date

Judge
Affidavit Of Service

-

Gordon W Petrie
Gordon W Petrie

Stipulation to intervene and Order
Stipulation to Extend time for Reply Briefs and Order-4-20-07
Stipulation to extend time for reply briefs and order

Gordon W Petrie
Gordon W Petrie
Gordon W Petrie

Intervenor respondent brief
Respondent's Brief

Gordon W Petrie
Gordon W Petrie

Hearing result for Conference Status held on 02/23/2007 09:OO AM:
Hearing Held

Stipulation for extension of time to file petitioners' reply brief
Order Extending Time to File Petitioners' Reply Brief
Petitioner's reply brief (laying in file)
Notice Of Hearing

Gordon W Petrie
Gordon W Petrie
Gordon W Petrie
Gordon W Petrie
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 09/10/2007 03:OO AM) Motn hearing Gordon W Petrie
set for Oral Argument on petition
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 09110/2007 03:OO PM) Motn hearing Gordon W Petrie
set for Oral Argument on petition
Stipulation to correct typographical error
Gordon W Petrie
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 09/10/2007 03:OO PM: Motion Gordon W Petrie
Held Motn hearing set for Oral Argument on petition
Decision Or Opinion memo decision on judicial review
Gordon W Potrie
Civil Disposition entered for: Canyon County Board Of Commissioners,
Gordon W Petrie
Defendant; Houston. Doug, Plaintiff; Taylor, Nancy A, Plaintiff; Vickers.
Cheryl L, Plaintiff; Vickers, Kirby, Plaintiff.
order date: 10123/2007

11/28/2007

11/29/2007

Bond Converted (Transaction number 34514 dated 10/23/2007 amount
147.00)
Case Status Changed: closed

Gordon W Petrie

Case Status Changed: Closed pending clerk action
Notice of Appeal
Appealed To The Supreme Court
Amended Notice of appeal

Gordon W Petrie
Gordon W Petrie
Gordon W Petrie
Gordon W Petrie

Gordon W Petrie
Filing: T - Civil Appeals To The Supreme Court ($86.00 Directly to Supreme Gordon W Petrie
Court Plus this amount to the District Court) Paid by: Gigray, William F Ill
(attorney for Taylor, Nancy A) Receipt number: 0279887 Dated:
11/28/2007 Amount: $15.00 (Check) For: Taylor. Nancy A (plaintiff)
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 279889 Dated 11/28/2007 for 200.00) ($100 Gordon W Petrie
for clerks record and $100 for reporters transcript)

CANYON COUNTY CLERK
Wm. F. Gigray, 111
Christopher D. Gabbert
WHITE PETERSON, P.A.
5700 East Franklin Road, Suite 200
Nampa, Idaho 83687-7901
Telephone: (208) 466-9272
Facsimile:
(208) 466-4405
ISB No.:
1435,6772
wfg@whitepeterson.com
cgabbert@whitepeterson.com
Attorneys for Petitioners

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

NANCY TAYLOR, DOUG HOUSTON, and
KIRBY VICKERS and CHERYL VICKERS,
husband and wife,

CASE N o .

1
1

Petitioners,

)
)

VS.

c$06-6d0 $ 4 ~

PETITION FOR JUDICIAL
REVIEW

1
CANYON COUNTY BOARD OF
COMMISSIONERS, a political subdivision of
the State of Idaho,

)

1
1

(Fee Category R2: $72.00)

Respondent.

COME NOW Nancy Taylor, Doug Houston, Kirby Vickers and Cheryl Vickers, husband
and wife (hereinafter "Petitioners"), by and through their undersigned counsel of record, the law

firm of White Peterson, P.A. and pursuant to Idaho Code Sections 67-5270 et seq., 67-652 1 and

PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW - 1
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Rule 84 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and for a cause of action against Canyon County
(hereinafter "Respondent") allege and complain as follows:

I.
BACKGROUND
This is an appeal of a decision by the Board of County Commissioners, Canyon County,
to approve requests by Edward Savala for a Comprehensive Plan Map change, a Conditional
Rezone and approval of a Development Agreement for his property. The decision by the Board
to approve Savala's requests was issued on May 4, 2006. This Petition for Judiciai Review is
being made pursuant to Idaho Code

5

67-6521(1)(d), 67-5270 et seq. and Idaho Rule of Civil

Procedure 84(e).
11.

PROCEDURE
1.

Petitioners are affected parties having interests in real property which are

adversely affected by the final order of the Respondent and are entitled to seek judicial review
pursuant to Idaho Code

5

67-6521(d). Petitioners reside and own real property located in the

same and general neighborhood as the property subject to the comprehensive plan amendment
and conditional rezone and received notice from the County of the proposed actions as persons
owning property within three-quarters of a mile of the site.
2.

Respondent is a governmental agency located in Canyon County, State of Idaho.

3.

That on or about May 4, 2006, Respondent entered its Findings of Fact,

Conclusions of Law and Orders regarding the request of a comprehensive plan change, a
conditional rezone and approval of a development agreement by Edward Savala.

PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW - 2

4.

That the Respondent's actions found in the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of

Law and Order constitute a final agency action in a contested case under the Idaho
Administrative Procedure Act that is related to the Judicial Rule under Idaho Code Section 675270 et seq.

IIZ.
PETITION FOR REVIEW

1.

The name of the agency for which judicial review is sought: The Board of

County Commissioners, Canyon County, Idaho.
2.

Venue: Venue is proper in the District Court of the Third Judicial District of the

State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon as the district court of the county in which the
final agency action was taken.

3.

Exhaustion of administrative remedies. Petitioners have fully complied with

all procedural requirements of the Board and no further right of review or appeal or other remedy
is available to Petitioners. Petitioners are therefore entitled, by virtue of Idaho Code $ 67-5270 et
seq. and/or Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 84, to a review of Respondent's final order referred to

hereinabove.
4.

Timing. The Board of County Commissioners, Canyon County, issued their

Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Orders on May 4, 2006. This Petition for Judicial
Review is timely filed within the twenty-eight (28) day period after the Board's final decision.

5.

Petitioners Aggrieved: Nancy Taylor, Doug Houston, Kirby Vickers and Cheryl

Vickers who opposed Savala's application to amend the Comprehensive Plan, request for
Conditional Rezone and request for approval of a Development Agreement.

PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW - 3
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6.

Information as to the agency designation and action for which review is

sought: This matter originally came on for hearing on May 19, 2005 before Canyon County
Planning and Zoning Commission as Case No. CPR2005-2. Canyon County Planning and
Zoning issued its Findings of Fact, Conclusion and Recommendation denying Savala's requests
on June 2, 2005. Savala appealed that decision to the Canyon County Board of Commissioners
which held public hearings on the application on October 25, 2005, October 27,2005, March 14,
2006 and March 31, 2006. The Board of County Commissioners voted to approve the Savala
requests and issued written Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Orders on May 4, 2006.
Judicial review is sought of the final decision and order of the Board of County Commissioners
and approving Savala's applications for amendment of the comprehensive plan, application for a
conditional rezone and request for approval of a development agreement.

7.

Hearing and Agency Record:
a.

Hearing Transcript: In this matter, it is believed that Canyon County
Development Services recorded the Planning and Zoning hearing on May
19, 2005 on audio cassette tape. A transcript of the hearing is necessary
for the appeal and is hereby requested. The recording of the hearing is in
the possession of the clerk of the Canyon County Development Services,
located at the Canyon County Courthouse, Room 350, 1115 Albany Street,
Caldwell, Idaho 83605.

b.

Additional hearings were held before and it is believed recorded by the
Board of Commissioners, Canyon County, on October 25,2005, October
26, 2005, March 14, 2006 and March 31, 2006. Transcripts of these
hearings are necessary for the appeal and are hereby requested. The

PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW - 4
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recordings of these hearings are in the possession of the clerk of the
Canyon County Board of Commissioners located at Canyon County
Courthouse, c/o Canyon County Clerk, 1115 Albany Street, Caldwell,
Idaho 83605.
b.

Agency Record:

Pursuant to Idaho Code

9

67-5275(b), Petitioners

request the following documents be transmitted to the Court as a certified
copy of the agency record. This request shall include the record compiled
under Idaho Code $j67-5249, including:
a. All notices of proceedings, pleadings, motions, briefs, petitions,
and intermediate rulings;
b. evidence received or considered;
c. a statement of matters officially noticed;
d. offers of proof and objections and rulings thereon;
e. the record prepared by the presiding officer under the provisions of
section 67-5242, Idaho Code, together with any transcript of all or
part of that record;
f. staff memorabilia or data submitted to the presiding officer or the
agency head in connection with the consideration of the
proceeding; and
g. any recommended order, preliminary order, final order, or order on
reconsideration.
8.

Additional Evidence: Petitioners reserve the right to make application to this

Court for leave to present additional evidence as needed.
9.

Statement of Issues:

Petitioners seek review of the Board's decision in

approving the Savala applications for a Comprehensive Land Map change, a Conditional
Rezone, and a Development Agreement. Although, the Board recognized that the Savala

PETITION FOR JUDIC~ALREVIEW - 5
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application was for an amendment to the 1995 Canyon County Comprehensive Plan, the 1995
Plan was replaced with the 2010 Canyon County Comprehensive Plan in October 2005. Despite
the repeal and replacement of the 1995 Comprehensive Plan, the Board then voted to amend the
1995 plan through its final order in May 2006. The Board then took additional actions and
amended the 2010 Canyon County Comprehensive Plan to also change the zoning designation of
the Savala parcel. The Board's actions taken in amending the 2010 Canyon County
Comprehensive Plan were taken without proper notice given to the public and Petitioners of the
contemplated amendments to the 2010 plan and were taken without following statutory
procedures required pursuant to Idaho Code 5 67-6509, including any review or recommendation
by the Canyon County Planning and Zoning Commission. Additionally the Board's Findings of
Fact, Conclusions of Law and Orders, issued on May 4, 2006, are inconsistent, poorly organized
and nearly impossible to interpret due to the conflicting orders and conclusions contained
therein. In some portions, the Board accepts Canyon County Planning and Zoning's
recommendation and, in other sections of the Findings, it rejects the exact same
recommendations. The Board additionally failed to consider and give any weight to the
testimony provided in opposition to the applications and failed to consider the relevant portions
of Canyon County's own ordinances and the Canyon County Comprehensive Plan, particularly
failing to consider the incompatibility of the urban proposal with the surrounding agricultural
nature of the area. Respondent's actions, therefore, are in violation of statutory procedures, in
excess of the statutory authority of the agency, are made upon unlawful procedure, not supported
by substantial evidence and are arbitrary, capricious, and an abuse of discretion.
10.

Substantial Rights. The substantial rights of the Petitioners have been materially

prejudiced in that the Respondent's actions in approving the Comprehensive Plan Map change,

PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW - 6
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conditionally rezoning the properly and approving a development agreement represents
impermissible "spot zoning" granting special rights to Savala while disregarding the nature and
use of the surrounding lands, including those of the Petitioners. The Respondent's failure to
apply consistent land use planning policies and ordinances adversely affects Petitioners' rights to
quiet enjoyment of their property.
11.

Certification of Attorney of the Petitioners. I hereby certify:
a.

That a copy of this Petition has been made upon the Board of
Commissioners, Canyon County, which rendered the decision;

b.

That the clerk of the Board of Commissioners will be paid the estimated
fee of preparation of the transcript within the time required by rule after
notice to Petitioners of the amount of the estimated fee;

c.

That the clerk of the Canyon County Development Services will be paid
the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record within the time
required by rule after notice to Petitioners of the amount of estimated fee;
and

d.

That the fee for filing of this Petition has been paid.

IV.

PRAYER
WHEREFORE, the Petitioners request this Court for an order requiring the following:
1.

That this Court reverse Respondent's Findings of Facts, Conclusions of Law and

Order granting amendments to the comprehensive maps, conditional rezone and development
agreement;

-

PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW 7

2.

That this Court remand the Respondent's Findings of Facts, Conclusions of Law

and Order with instruction to deny the application;
3.

That Petitioners be awarded reasonable attorney fees and costs incurred in

connection with this action; and
4.

That Petitioners be awarded such other and further relief as the Court deems just

and equitable.

DATED this

d-

+day

of June, 2006.

WHITE PFTERSON, P.A.
By:

PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW - 8
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

&

I hereby certifY that on this
day of June, 2006, L caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below to the following:

-/

/
/
-

US Mail
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile

Canyon County Board of Commissioners
Canyon County Courthouse
C/OCanyon County Clerk
1115 Albany Street
Caldwell, Idaho 83605

US Mail
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile

Canyon County Prosecutor's Office
Canyon County Courthouse
1115 Albany Street
Caldwell, Idaho 83605

US Mail
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile

Todd M. Lakey
225 N. 9" Street, Ste. 420
Boise, Idaho 83702

for WHITE PETERSON

Ih W:!Workl7lTy(lor,Noncy 2/589LludiciolRevinvIPelitionj~diciaI~evi~~~
053106doc
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(

Wm. F. Gigray, 111
Christopher D. Gahbert
WHITE PETERSON, P.A.
5700 East Franklin Road, Suite 200
Nanpa, Idaho 83687-7901
Telephone: (208) 466-9272
Facsimile:
(208) 466-4405
ISB No.:
1435,6772
wfg@whitepeterson.com
cgubbert@whitepeterson.com

CANYON COUNTY CLERK
P. SALAS, DEPUW

Attorneys for Petitioners

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
NANCY TAYLOR, DOUG HOUSTON, and
KIRBY VICKERS and CHERYL VICKERS,
husband and wife,

)
)
)

1
Petitioners,
VS.
CANYON COUNTY BOARD OF
COMMISSIONERS, a political subdivision of
the State of Idaho,
Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. CV-06-6009-C
NOTICE OF OBJECTION I
REQUESTFOR
AUGMENTATION TO CLERK'S
RECORD PURSUANT TO I.A.R.
29(a) AND I.R.C.P. 83(q)

1
)
)

1

COME NOW Nancy Taylor, Doug Houston, Kirby Vickers and Cheryl Vickers, husband
and wife (hereinafter "Petitioners"), by and through their undersigned counsel of record, the law
firm of White Peterson, P.A., pursuant to I.A.R. 29(a) and I.R.C.P. 83(q), and hereby request
additions to the Clerk's Record and moves this Court for the following Order:

YOTICE OF OBJECTION I REQUEST FOR AUGMENTATION TO CLERK'S RECORD
PURSUANT TO 1.A R 29(a) AND I R C P 83(q) 1

-

8000%2

ORIGINAL

1.

REQUESTED ORDERS:
1.1

2.

3.

5.

1.1.1

Position Statement in Opposition to Application of Affected Property
Owners Nancy Taylor, Doug Houston, Kirby and Cheryl Vickers, dated
May 19,2005 (attached hereto as Exhibit A).

1.1.2

Position Statement in Opposition to Appeal ofApplicant for Zone Change
of Affected Property Owners Nancy Taylor, Doug Houston, Kirby and
Cheryl Vickers, dated March 10, 2006 (attached hereto as Exhibit B).

1.1.3.

Original Pages 42, 71, 80, 115, and 137 to the May 4, 2006 Findings of
Fact, Conclusions of Law and Orders, which were later replaced with
errata pages of the same number on June 9, 2006 (attached hereto as
Exhibit C).

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS AND RECORDS:
2.1

This Notice; and

2.2

The Record in this matter.

GOOD CAUSE FOR GRANTING THIS MOTION:
3.1

4.

That the Court enter an order providing for the following additions to the Clerk's
Record:

The Clerk's Record does not include the documents listed in Part 1.1, above.

AUTHORITY FOR THIS MOTION:
4.1

Rule 83(q) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.

4.2

I.A.R. 29(a).

O

W ARGUMENT IS RESERVED:

Petitioners are seeking stipulation from

Respondent's counsel, and Petitioners reserve the right to notice this matter for hearing and to
present oral argument in the event the Stipulation is not secured.

NOTICE OF OBJECTION 1 REOUEST FOR AUGMENTATION TO CLERK'S RECORD
PURSUANT TO I.A.R. 29(a) AND I.R.C.P. 83(q) - 2
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DATED this

/$

P=-day of January, 2007.

By:
Wm. F. ~ i g r aI1~ ,
Attorney for ~ e t i k o n e r d
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

/IZ-

I hereby certify that on this
%
ayIof January, 2007, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below to the following:

J

US Mail
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile

7

US Mail
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile

Canyon County Prosecutor's Office
Canyon County Courthouse
1115 Albany Street
Caldwell, Idaho 83605

US Mail
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile

Todd M. Lakey
LAKEY LAW, LLC
BURNS & FOX BUILDING 17
12IhAvenue South, Ste. 201
Nampa, Idaho 83651

Canyon County Board of Commissioners
Canyon County Courthouse
C/OCanyon County Clerk
1115 Albany Street
Caldwell, Idaho 83605

NOTICE OF OBJECTION 1 REQUEST FOR AUGMENTATION TO CLERK'S RECORD
PURSUANT TO I.A.R. 29(a) AND I.R.C.P. 83(@ 3

-
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Wm. F. Gigray, In, ISB No. 1435
WHITE PETERSON, P.A.
5700 E. Franklin Road, Ste. 200
Nampa, Idaho 83687-7901
Telephone: (208) 466-9272
Facsimile:
(208)466-4405

Attorneys for Nancy Taylor, Doug Houston, and Kirby Vickers

BEFORE THE CANYON COUNTY
PLANNING AND ZONING COMMITTEE

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION OF
EDWARD SAVALA for a conditional rezone and
comprehensive plan map change regarding subject
real property located at 19769 KARCHER ROAD,
CALDWELL, CANYON COUNTY, EDAHO,
more specifically described as: SECTION 14,
TOWSHIP 3N, RANGE 4W, NW QUARTER
(8.09 acres)(Parcel No. R33380)

FILE NO. CPR 2005-2
POSITION STATEMENT IN
OPPOSITION TO APPLICATION
[Nancy Taylor, Doug Houston, and Cheryl
and Kirby Vickers affected property
owners]

COME NOW, Affected Property Owners, Nancy Taylor, Doug Houston, and Cheryl and
Kirby Vickers, by and through their attorneys of record, Wm. F. Gigray, I11 of the law firm of
White Peterson, and hereby submit this Statement of their opposition to the above referenced
Application.
1.

APPLICATION FOR:

1.1.

Rezone of approximately 8.09 acres from "A" (Agricultural) zone to a "C-2"

P--jYE
' 13 r

(Community Commercial) zone Llocation on the south side
.
of Karcher Road ,
approximately % mile west of ; 8
;j

)

n

t

::,,.

~

the
e and Karcher Road,

d

I g2 ~ 5

OPPOSITION POSITION STATEMENT - Page 1
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,
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l.

.. - . .
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Exhibit A

Caldwell, Idaho in the NW '/4 of Section 14, T3N, R4W, B.M. The Staff report
references a Development Agreement, but the draft development agreement has
no terms andlor conditions of development with minor restrictions on use for a
bowling alley, public utility transmission facility, radio and television
broadcasting, or a movie theater which are of no consequence to the negative
impact of this request.

1.2.

Comprehensive Ptan Map Change from an Agricultural designation to a

Community Commercial designation.
2.

BASIS FOR OPPOSITION:
2.1.

The proposed zoning designation change is not compatible with the terms of
the Canyon County Zoning Ordinance in that a C2 Community Commercial
Zone purpose is to '~ulfillgeneral shopping center retail needs within the

community" whereas "A" Agricultural Zone purpose is to Allow productive
agricultural land areas to be designated by zoning procedures .... Promote the
public health, safety, and welfare of the people of the county by encouraging the
protection of viable farm land, in accordance with the comprehensive plan to
encourage urban density development inside cities and in areas of city impact
only .....Protect agriculture from unreasonable adverse impacts from adjacent
development.

2.1.1. Provisions of Canyon County Zoning Ordinance No. 05-002 which
provide the purposes for the "A" Agricultural and C2 Community
Commercial Zones are as follows:
"07-10-19 Regulations For The "A" (AGRICULTURAL) ZONE

(I) Purpose:
OPPOSITION POSITION STATEMENT -Page 2

~

~

0

0

%

~

A. Thepurposes of the "A "(Agricultural)Zone are to:

I.

Allow productive agricultural land areas to be
designated by zoningprocedures.

2. Promote the public health, safety, and welfare of the
people of the county by encouraging the
of
viable farm land, in accordance with the comprehensive
plan to encourage urban density development inside
cities and in areas of city impact only; and

4. Protect agriculture from unreasonable adverse impacts
from adjacent development; and ...
07-10-27 Regulations For The "C-2" (COMMUNITY COMMERCIAL)
ZONE:
( I ) Purpose:

The purpose of the "C-2" (Community Commercial)
Zone is to fu2jll general shopping center retail needs
within the community.
2.2

The Application for Zone Change is in direct conflict with the express terms
of the "Comprehensive Plan Canyon County, Idaho 1995 (Update).

2.2.1 The Analysis Process: The Comprehensive Plan review includes this
Commission's factual inquiry into whether the requested zone change to
2C Community Commercial of one parcel in an "A" Agricultural Zone
reflects the goals of and takes into account factors in, the Comprehensive

Plan in light of the present factual circumstances surrounding this
application. [See Evans v. Teton C O W , 139 Idaho 71,73 P.3d 84 (2003)l

OPPOSITION POSITION STATEMENT - Page 3
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2.2.2 The Relevant Provision of the Comprehensive Plan:

The subject Application seeks a land use designation change therefore; the
Commissioners review should be focused upon the Land Use Policies of the
Comprehensive Plan.
2.2.4 The relevant Land Use Policies of the Comprehensive Plan are as

Overall Land Use Policies
Policy No I: To encouraae orderly mowth throughout canyon
Countv while avoiding scattered develoument of land that may
result in either or both o f the followinp:
(A) An adverse impact upon water quality, water supply, irrigation
ditches, canals and systems, sewage disposal, public safety and
emergency services, educational facilities and surroundings,
transportation and transportation facilities, and other desired
and essential services; and
(B) The unnecessary imposition of an excessive expenditure of
publicficnds for delivery of desired and essential services.

Policy No. 2: To protect awicultural. residential. commercial,
industrial and uublic areas fiom the unreasonable intrusion o f
incompatible land uses.

...

Policy No. 7: To encourage development in those areas of the
county which provide the most favorable conditions for fiture
community services.
Agricultural Lands
Policy No. 1: To suv~ortthe fact that the uresent apricultural
activities in "best suited" and "moderatelv suited" amicultural
soil designated areas of Canvon County renresent "develonment"
bv definition. Careful consideration must be riven to any urouosal
which would permit chanpes o f land use from apricultural to
another tvne o f development. Minimizinp the uotential for
conflict in^ land uses is verv imuortant to the onaoinp and long
term aaricultural activities of the county. "best suited" and
OPPOSITION POSITION STATEMENT - Page 4
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"moderately suited" soil areas generally demonstrate that the
corresponding farms have a consistent annual production history
complete with water delivery system(s).
Policy No. 2: To vermit develovment on lands where soils are
determined to be either "least suited" or "moderatelv suitedr'-for
awiculture onlv after careful studv and review ofsurroundinn land
uses that consider the lonn ranae imvacts o f mixed land uses in the
area. This policy recognizes that land may be developed for other
purposes only, when such developments do not harm or conflict
with the agricultural activities in the immediate area and when
adequate public services and facilities are either available or are
made available as part of the development. This policy also
recognizes that non-agricultural costs of development should not
create increased tax burdens to currentproperty owners.
Policy No. 3: To establish land use patterns that could provide for
agricultural/harmony zones,
These open space residential
developments and/or areas for rural ranchettes would be found in
locations apart fvom municipalities and "areas of City Impact"
that adjoin "least suited" or "moderately suited" agricultural
lands of Canyon County. ....
Communitv Commercial
Policy No. 1: To identzfl locations for community commercial
land uses whichfulJl1 general retail shopping needs and travel or
highway related service needs. This policy recognizes that
community commercial locations represent commercial extensions
@om the downtown and shopping center concentrations of the
county. This policy does not condone extending commercial
activities along major arterial streets in a random fashion. This
policy does recognize that character and intent of commercial
patterns on the Nampa-Caldwell Boulevard which is an exception
regarding strip commercial activities. The community commercial
classifications are to be located primarily within the context of
'IAreas of City Impact" or adjacent to municipalities in areas
coordinated between the afected city and the county and their
plans.
Transportation Corridors with Related Guidelines:

Hwv 55 fKarcher Road) Namva to the Marsina Bridge
Karcher Road &tending from the Nampa City Limits to the
Marsing Bridge Extending One-HalfMile on Both Sides:
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Karcher road, Tenth Avenue and other arterial streets through this
corridor are to be treated in planning applications in accordance
with their present standards and use. Any future changes to the
adjacent land use patters which would alter the present intern and
use of these arterial may require signifcant upgrading such as
widening, physical traflic control improvements and otherfacilities
before the changes considered are appropriate.
3.

THIS PROPOSAL IS IN DIRECT VIOLATION OF THE EXPRESS LAND USE
POLICIES OF THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN IN THAT:

3.1.

It fosters scattered development; [See Overall Land Use Policies Policy No I ]

3.2.

It is an unreasonable intrusion of incompatible land uses in agricultural zone; [See
Overall Land Use Policies Policy No 21

3.3

It is not in an area of the County which is best suited for future community
services; [See Overall Land Use Policies Policy No 7j

3.4.

The subject real property is 62% Moderately-suited and 38% Best-suited
agricultural ground as designated in the Comprehensive Plan [see staff report
page 51 and therefore requires that careful consideration must be given to any
proposal which would permit changes of land use from agricultural to another
type of development. Minimizing the potential for conflicting land uses is very
important to the ongoing and long term agricultural activities of the county and
the proposed zoning designation presents by the very purpose of the zone a
conflicting land use; [See Apricultural Lands Policy No. I ]

3.5

There is no careful study and or development plan for the subject property [note
the subject property does not contain land that is "least suited" for agricultural
use] which study includes a review of surrounding land uses that consider the
lone range imvacts of vrovosal and resulting mixed land uses in the area land nor
is the development plan and/or study that sets forth a specific land use and
development purpose to be considered which presents facts and demonstrates that
such proposed development will not harm or conflict with the agricultural
activities in the immediate area and that there is adequate public services and
facilities either available or are made available as part of the development;
Adcultural Lands Policy No. 2

3.6

The subject property is apart from any impact area by more than three (3) miles
and does not involve any land use development or designation which is most
compatible with agricultural land use being rural residential as an
agriculturaIharmony land use; [See Agricultural Lands Policy No. 31

3.7

This application represents a land use zone of community commercial and
resuitantly would extend commercial activities along major arterial highway in a
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random fashion and not in close proximity to any area of city impact; [See
Community Commercial Policy No. 1]
3.8

4.

The subject property will access Karcher Road and there has been no study and
development plan which addresses the impact of the proposed land use and
eventual development of the subject property which use and development will
certainly alter the present intern and use of Karcher Road and may require
significant upgrading such as widening, physical traffic control improvements and
other facilities which information and study is required before the any land use
changes considered are appropriate under the comprehensive plan. [See
Transportation Corridors with Related Guidelines: Hwv 55 lKarcher Road)
Namva to the Marsing Bridge 1

THE SUBJECT APPLICATION PRESENTS NO PRIVATE PROPERTY RIGHTS
CLAIM OF THE APPLICANT:
The property owner has no vested interest in the highest and best use of land in a solely

monetary sense of that term. A property owner who knows the restrictions of the property use at
the time of purchase of agricultural use can not, in Idaho, establish valid claim of inverse
condemnation because of refusal to rezone property for commercial purposes even it would
greatly enhance value of property. [See S~renger.Grubb 7 Associates, Inc. v. Citv of Hailev,
127 Idaho 576,903 P.2d 741 (1995); Dawson Entemrises. Inc. v. Blaine Countv, 98 Idaho 506,
567 P.2d 1257 (1977); McCuskev v. Canyon Countv Com'rs, 128 Idaho 213, 912 P.2d 100

5.

THE SUBJECT APPLICATION IS A CLASSIC SPOT ZONE AS DEFINED BY
THE IDAHO SUPREME COURT:
5.1

It is in conflict with the express provisions of the Comprehensiveplan; and

5.2

It proposes a reclassification of one parcel alone for uses prohibited in the original
Agriculture zone and a grant of a variance to one singled out parcel within the
limits of the Agricultural zone and marks it off into a separate district for the
benefit of the owner permitting uses in that parcel inconsistent with the
Agricultural zone. There is no evidence to support a tinding that nonconforming
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uses are so pe~asivethat character of neighborhood of the subject application
which has actually changed from its purported zoning classification, consistent

4
t
hthe proposed zoning designation. [See Evans v. Teton CounW, 139 Idaho 71,
73 P.3d 84 (2003); Price v. Pavette City Board of Countv Commissioners, 131
Idaho 426,958 P.2d 583 (1998); and Dawson Entemrises. Inc. v. Blaine County,
98 Idaho 506,567 P.2d 1257 (1977)l.

It is urged that the Board of Commissioner's find and recommend denial of this
Application for zoning change and Comprehensive Plan Map change should be denied because:
1. It is in conflict with the written provisions of the Canyon County Zoning Ordinance for
the intent and purpose of a 2C Community Commercial zoning as apposed to a "A"
Agricultural Zone and area land use when considering one parcel not in an impact area;
2. It is in conflict with Comprehensive Plan; and

3. It proposes a spot zone.
DATED
WHITE PETERSON, P.A.

Attorneys for ~ffectefiro~e$Owners
Nancy Taylor, Doug Houston, & Kirby Vickers
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, the undersigned, do hereby certifL that a true and correct copy of the foregoing
instnunent was served upon the following by the method indicated:
Canyon County Development Services Dept.
1115 Albany Street
Caldwell, Idaho 83605

3

~~~~;v/;i454-6633

&.s.

Edward Savala
524 W. Cleveland Blvd., Ste. 110
Caldwell, Idaho 83605

Mail
Facsimile
Hand Delivered

Shawn L. Nickel
(Applicant Savala's Representative)
52 N. Second Street
Eagle, Idaho 83616

U.S. Mail
7~acsimile:
208-938-5873
-Hand Delivered
U.S. Mail

Todd M. Lakey
225 N. 9'h Street, Ste. 420
Boise, Idaho 83702
DATED this

7
Facsimile: 208-33 1-1
Hand Delivered

ati

day of May, 2005.

for White Peterson
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Wm. F. Gigray, 111, ISB No. 1435
Christopher D., Gabbert, ISB No. 6772
WHITE PETERSON, P.A.
5700 E. Franklin Road, Ste. 200
Nampa, Idaho 83687-7901
Telephone: (208) 466-9272
Facsimile:
(208)466-4405
wfg@whitepeterron.com
cgabbert@whitepeterson.com

Attorneys for Nancy Taylor, Doug Houston, and Kirby Vickers

BEFORE THE CANYON COUNTY
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION OF
CASE NO. CPR 2005-2
EDWARD SAVALA for a conditional rezone and
comprehensive plan map change regarding subject POSITION STATEMENT IN
real property located at 19769 KARCHER ROAD, OPPOSITION TO APPEAL OF
CACDWELL, CANYON COUNTY, IDAWO,
APPLICANT FOR ZONE CHANGE
more specifically described as: SECTION 14,
[Nancy Taylor, Doug Houston, and Cheryl
and Kirby Vickers affected property
TOWNSHIP 3N, RANGE 4W, NW QUARTER
owners]
(8.09 acres)@arcel No. R33380)

COME NOW, Affected Property Owners, Nancy Taylor, Doug Houston, and Cheryl and
Kirby Vickers, by and through their attorneys of record, Wm. F. Gigray, III of the law firm of
White Peterson, and hereby submit this Position Statement In Opposition To Appeal of Applicant
for Zone Change.
APPEAL REGARDING APPLICATION FOR:
Rezone of approximately 8.09 acres &om "A" (Agricultural) zone to a "C-2"
(Community Commercial) zone [location on the south side of Karcher Road ,
approximately % mile west of the intersection of Pride Lane and Karcher Road, Caldwell,
Idaho in the NW % of Section 14, T3N, R4W, B.M. Tax Parcel No. R 33380-00000.
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Proposed Use: As medical clinic and future community office/commercial uses.
Proposed Access for Proposed Use: "Direct access to Highway 55 via shared driveway
with cross access through interior of property."
ACTION REQUESTED:
That the Board of Commissioners of Canyon County a&
the Findings of Fact,
Conclusions, and Recommendations of the Planning and Zoning Commissioners, in particular,
VIII Recommendations as contained on page 13 therein andlor otherwise deny the
Appellant/Applicant's requested conditional rezone and deny the development agreement.
THE FOLLOWING IS AN OUTLINE OF THE BASIS AND POSITIONS OF THE
AFFECTED PROPERTY OWNERS TAYLOR/HOUSTONNICKERS IN REGARDS TO
THE PENDING APPLICATION.
POSITION NO. 1:
Affirm the Planning and Zoning Commissioners FCR: The Planning and Zoning
Commission's recommendation has made the correct recommendations of denial of the requested
re-zone as set forth in their Findings of Fact Conclusions of Law and Order which is supported and
based upon substantial and competent evidence which should be a f f i e d .
POSITION NO. 2:
Require zoning amendment applications to comply with the zoning amendment
criteria of the Canyon County Zoning Ordinance: The Board of Commissioners shall apply the
Zoning Amendment Criteria and analysis of the subject application as set forth in Canyon County
Code Section 07-06-05which provides as follows:
Whether the zoning amendment is harmonious with and in
accordance with the applicable comprehensiveplan; and
Whether the proposed use will be injurious to otherproperty in the
immediate vicinity and/or will negatively change the essential
character of the area; and
Whether adequate sewer, water, and drainagefacilities, and utility
systems are to be provided to accommodate said use; and
Whether measures will be taken to provide adequate access to and
from the subject property so that there will be n o undue
interference with existing orfuture trajic patterns; and

080025
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Whether essential public services such as, but not limited to,
school facilities, police and fire protection, emergency medical
services and irrigation facilities will be negatively impacted by
such use or will require additional public funding in order to meet
the needs created by the requested change.
POSITION NO. 3:
"Comprehensive Plan Canyon County, Idaho 1995 Amendment (Update)" applies to
subject application:
The Board of Commissioners has already determined that the "Comprehensive Plan
Cznyon County, Idaho 1995 Amendment (Update)" applies by its actions in granting the requested
Comprehensive Plan map amendment. The subject comprehensive plan was in effect at the time
of the filing of the above referenced application.

In Idaho, "an applicant's rights are determined by the ordinance in existence at the time of
filing an application for the permit." Payette River Property Owner's Ass 'n v. Board of Comm 'rs
of Valley County, 132 Idaho 551, 555, 976 P.2d 477, 481 (1999) (citing South Fork Coalition v.
Board of Comm'rs, I17 Idaho 857, 860-61, 792 P.2d 882 885-86 (1990) and also see
Canal/Norcrest/ColumburAction Committee v. City of Boise, 137 Idaho 377,48 P.3d 1266.
POSITION NO. 4:
The Subject applications for conditional rezone are not harmonious with or in
accordance with or compatible with the "Comprehensive Plan Canyon County, Idaho 1995
Amendment (Update)".
Analysis Process inclndes a factual inquiry into whether the requested zone
change to C-2 Community Commercial of one parcel in an "A" Agricultural Zone
reflects the goals of and takes into account factors in, the Comprehensive Plan in
light of the present factual circumstances surroundmg this application. [See Evans
v. Teton County, 139 Idaho 71,73 P.3d 84 (2003)l
A zoning change is a land use matter therefore the comprehensive plan
analysis shonld be focused upon the Land Use Policies of the Comprehensive plan.

The Subject Application is not compatible with those policies by reason of the
fact that:
1. It fosters scattered development.

OOOCBZ~
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[Overall Land Use Policies] Policy No 1: &
encourage orderly wowth throughout Canvon
Countv while avoiding scattered development of
land that mav result in either or both o f the
following:
2. It is an unreasonable intrusion of incompatible land uses in agricultural
zone.

Policy No. 2: To protect aaricultural, residential,
commercial, industrial and public areas from the
unreasonable intrusion o f incompatib1e land uses.
3. It is not in an area of the County which is best suited for future

community services.

Policy No. 7: To encourage development in those areas of
the county which provide the most favorable conditions for
ficture community services.
4. The subject real property is 62% Moderately-suited and 38% Best-

suited agricultural ground as designated in the Comprehensive Plan
[see Staff Report, page 51. Careful consideration must be given to this
proposal because it seeks to permit changes of land use from
agricultural to commercial type of development. The Comprehensive
Plan emphasizes minimizing the potential for conflicting land uses as
being very important to the ongoing and long term agricultural
activities of the county. The proposed zoning designation presents a
zone in conflict with neighboring agricultural land use.

IAgricultural Lands] Policy No. I: To sunnort the fact
that the present awicultural activities in "best suited" and
"moderatelv suited" aaricultural soil desiznated areas of
Canvon Countv renresent "develournent" bv definition.
Careful consideration must be aiven to anv nronosal which
would oermit chanaes o f land use from awicultural to
another htDe o f develonment. Minimizing the notential for
contlictina land uses is verv important to the on~oingand
lona term awicultural activities of the countv. "best
suited" and "moderately suited" soil areas generally
demonstrate that the correspondingfarms have a consistent
annual production history complete with water delivery
system(s).

5. There has been no careful study and or development plan for the
subject property [note the subject property does not contain land that is
"least suited" for agricultural use] which study includes a review of
POSITION STATEMENT IN OPPOSITION TO APPEAL OF APPLICANT - Page 4
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swounding land uses that consider the long range impacts of proposal
and resulting mixed land uses in the area land. No development plan
andfor study has been submitted which sets forth a specific land use
and development purpose to be considered and which presents facts
and demonstrates that such proposed commercial development will not
harm or conflict with the agricultural activities in the immediate area
and which also demonstrates that there is adequate public services and
facilities either available or are made available as part of the
development.
Policy No. 2: To uermit development on lands where soils
are determined to be either "least suited" or "moderately
suited" for apiculture onlv alter careful studv and review
o f surround in^ land uses that consider the lona ranee
imvacts o f mixed land uses in the area. This policy
recognizes that land may be developed for other purposes
only, when such developments do not harm or conflict with
the agricultural activities in the immediate area and when
adequate public services and facilities are either available
or are made available as part of the development. This
policy also recognizes that non-agricultural costs of
development should not create increased tax burdens to
currentproperty owners.
6. The subject real property greater than three (3) miles &om any impact

area and the application proposes a commercial development and land
use designation which not compatible with agricultural land use as
compared with other zoning designations such as a rural residential
agricultural/harmony land use.
Policy No. 3: To establish land use patterns that could
provide for agricultural/harmony zones. These open space
residential developments and/or areas for rural ranchettes
would be found in locations apart from municipalities and
"areas of City Impact" that adjoin "least suited" or
"moderately suited" agricultural lands of Canyon County.
7. This application represents a land use zone of community commercial
and resultantly would extend commercial activities along major
arterial highway in a random fashion and not in close proxi& to any
area of city impact.

[Communitv Commercial1 Policy No. 1: To identzfi
locationsfor community commercial land uses which fulfill
general retail shopping nee& and travel or highway
related service needs. This policy recognizes that
community commercial locations represent commercial
POSITION STATEMENT IN OPPOSITION TO APPEAL OF APPLICANT - Page 5
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extensions j+om the downtown and shopping center
concentrations of the county. This policy does not condone
extending commercial activities along major arterial
streets in a random fashion. This policy does recognize
that character and intent of commercial patterns on the
Nampa-Caldwell Boulevard which is an exception
regarding strip commercial activities. The community
commercial classifications are to be located primarily
within the context of "Areas of City Impact" or adjacent to
municipalities in areas coordinated between the affected
city and the county and their plans.

8. The subject application proposes to have access upon Karcher Road.
The Idaho Transportation Department has not approved the proposed
approach permit because it does not conform to the governing access
control standards in the following area@):
The approach applied for is closer to the next adjacent
approach than the minimum allowable distance of % mile,
The approach applied for would impact traffic safety due t
limited sight distance. The proposed approach is located on a
vertical curve and the slope on the south side of the roadway
contributes to the limited sight distance.
[See letter of Jon Ogden, P.E. dated February 9,20061
Further, there is no study nor development plan which addresses the
impact of the proposed land use and eventual development of the
subject property that would significantly upgrade Karcher Road such
as widening, physical traffic control improvements and other facilities
which would be acceptable to the Idaho Transportation Department
which information and study is required before any land use changes
considered are appropriate under the comprehensive plan.

Transportation Corridors with Related Guidelines:

H w 55 fKarcher Road) Nam~ato the Marsina Bridpe
Karcher Road Extendingfrom the Nampa City Limits to the
Marsing Bridge Extending One-HalfMile on Both Sides:
Karcher Road, Tenth Avenue and other arterial streets
through this corridor are to be treated in planning
applications in accordance with their present standards
and use. Any future changes to the adjacent land use
patterns which would alter the present intern and use of
POSITION STATEMENT IN OPPOSITION TO APPEAL OF APPLICANT - Page 6
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these arterials may require signifcant upgrading such as
widening, physical traffic control improvements and other
facilities before the changes considered are appropriate.

POSITION NO. 5:
The proposed zoning designation change is not compatible with the express terms
and conditions of the Canyon County Zoning Ordinance as provided for "A" Agricultural
Zone and for "C-2" Community Commercial Zone.
Provisions of Canyon County Zoning Ordinance No. 05-002 which set forth the
purposes for the "A" Agricultural and C-2 Community Commercial Zones are as follows:
07-10-19 Regulationsfor the "A" (AGRICULTURAL) ZONE
(I) Purpose:
A. The purposes of the "A" (Agricultural)Zone are to:

I . Allow productive agricultural land areas to be designated by
zoning procedures.
2. Promote the nublic health, safetv. and welfare of the aeoule
o f the countv bv encouraaina the nrotection o f viable farm
land, in accordance with the -comnrehensive nlan to
encourage urban densitv development inside cities and in
areas of citv imnact onlv: and [emphasis added]

4. Protect am'culture from unreasonable adverse impacts from
adjacent develoumenr; and ... [emphasis added]

07-10-27 Regulationsfor the "C-2" (COMMUNITY COMMERCIAL) ZONE:
(I) Purpose:
The purpose of the "C-2" (Community Commercial) Zone is to fulfill
general shonuing center retail needs within the community. [emphasis
added]
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POSITION NO. 6:
The Application is not compatible witb the stated purposes of LLUPA.
The subject application seeks to allow use and development of an urban-type commercial
development upon real property located over 3 miles &om any city impact area which use and
development would result in an obstruction to and not be compatible with the surrounding area
land use and zoning of agricultural area and is therefore in violation of the express purposes of the
Local Land Use Planning Act.

Discussion: The proposed zoning designation change is violation of the purpose of the
"Local Land Use Planning Act" [hereinafter referred to as LUPA codified at Chapter 65 of Title 67
Idaho Code] as is set forth in LC. 9 67-6502 subsections (e) through (i) which provide:
Local Land Use Planning Act Purpose: I.C. $67-6502 provides:
The purpose of this act shall be to promote the health,
safety, and general welfare of the people of the state of
Idaho asfollows: ...
(e) To encourage the protection of prime agricultural,
forestry, and mining landsfor production of food, fiber,
and minerals.

&I
To encourage urban and urban-type development
within incorporated cities.
(g) To avoid undue concentration of population and
overcrowding of land.

(h) To ensure that the development on land is
commensurate with the physical characteristics of the
land.
(i) To protect Iijie and propery in areas subject to natural

hazards and disarters.....

This entire section of the Idaho code appears in the Preface of the "2010 Canyon County
Comprehensive Plan" at p.1 therein.
I.C. 5 67-6504 provides:
A city council or board of county commissioners, hereafter
referred to as a governing board, may exercise all of the powers
required and authorized by this chapter in accordance with this
chapter.. .
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Therefore, the actions of the Board of Commissioners in this matter have to be in
accordance with the purposes of the Local Land Use Planning Action.

I .C. 8 67-6504requires and provides that county commissioners may exercise all the
powers required and authorized by LUPA but it must be in accordance with the provisions of
LUPA which includes the stated purposes above referenced.
POSITION NO. 7:
The Subject Application is not a viable development plan and is in conflict with the
access policy of the Idaho Transportation Department for State Highway 55.
No commercial access is available to the subject property and therefore the subject
application does not meet the criteria for a zoning amendment under Canyon County Code Section
07-06-05because it has not been demonstrated that measures will be taken to provide adequate
access to and &om the subject property so that there will be no undue interference with existing or
future traffic pattern on State Highway 55.
The Subject Application involves and requires a commercial access to State Highway 55
which is under the jurisdiction of the Idaho Transportation Department. The letter issued by Jon
Ogden, P.E.for the Idaho Transportation Department dated February 9,2006addressed to William
Russell [a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit A for ease of reference] regarding this
Application states the Department's position as follows:

... the District committee did not approve your pennit application
because it does not conform to the governing access control
standards in thefollowing area($:
The approach applied for is closer to the next adjacent
approach than the minimum allowable distance of 5/1 mile
The approach applied for would impact trafJic safety due to
limited sight distance. Theproposed approach is located don a
vertical curve and the slope on the south side of the roadway
contributes to the limited sight distance.
You may apply for a variance from standards. i%e access policy
allows consideration of a variancefrom standards if thefollowing
conditions are met:
The proposed approach does not degrade traJJic safety on the
highway system.
The proposed approach improves operation of the highway
system.
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If you would like to pursue a variance, please provide us with a

justijkation of how the proposed approach would meet the above
conditions. Ifwe do not receive a reply within sixty (60) days, then
we will assume you do not want to pursue a variance and your
application will be denied ....

The Idaho Transportation Deparbnent letter is clear and convincing evidence that needed
access for a designated commercial use has not been approved.
The Affected Property Owners Kirby and Cheryl Vickers own the property immediately to
the south of the subject real property and they own appurtenant to that real property a nonexclusive easement with another property owner to the south of the subject real property, Dana
Spohn, and the subject Applicant both of whom have not and do not consent to the conversion of
the easement to a commercial use by the Applicant.
Any action granting a rezone of the subject real property will place that zoning use in
cement for reasonable foreseeable future. This would result in a Community Commercial Zone on
a small parcel in the middle of an extensive Agricultural land use zone. Under law there will be no
way to reverse this zoning prior to 4 years without the consent of the then land owner as
specifically provided in LC. § 67-6511(d). Even considering the imposition of a development
agreement, the procedures to be followed when the applicant is in default of that agreement are
cumbersome and require due process hearings, all with expense to the taxpayers.
Given the fact that this application for commercial zoning is so far outside of any impact
area and proposes a very dramatically different land use from the existing land uses and
agricultural zoning, the viability of the requested land use should be convincingly demonstrated.
To do otherwise is to establish a standard of promoting speculative zoning at the expense of the
neighboring properties. The burden of proof is required by Canyon County Code Section 07-06-05
for zoning amendments that: Whether measures will be taken to provide adequate access to and
from the subject property so that there will be no undue interference with existing orfuture haffic
patterns; and
POSITION NO. 8:
The Subject Application is not suitable for a Zoning Amendment in that it does not
meet the zoning amendment criteria of Canyon County Code Section 07-06-05 in that:
1. The proposed use will be injurious to other property in the immediate vicinity
and will negatively change the essential character of the area. The affected
property owners content that the subject application if granted will change the
essential character of the agricultural area, present dangerous traffic conditions at
the bend of State Highway 55 and will not be compatible with other land uses and is
not needed at that location to serve any vicinity property owners andlor residents.
2. The affected property owners' content that due to the lack of a specific
development plan the Applicant has not demonstrated that there will be
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adequate sewer, water, and drainage facilities, and utility systems which are to
be provided to accommodate said use.
POSITION NO. 9:
The Subject Application is a classic spot zone as defined by the Idaho Supreme
Court in that:
1. It is in conflict with the express provisions of the Comprehensive Plan; and
2. It proposes a reclassification of one parcel alone for uses prohibited in the original
Agriculture zone and a grant of a variance to one singled out parcel within the
limits of the Agricultural zone and marks it off into a separate district for the
benefit of the owner permitting uses in that parcel inconsistent with the
Agricultural zone.
3. There is no evidence to support a tinding that nonconforming uses are so
pervasive that character of neighborhood of the subject application which has
actually changed from its purported zoning classification, consistent with the
proposed zoning designation.
[See Evans v. Teton County, 139 Idaho 71, 73 P.3d 84 (2003); Price v. Payette
City Board of County Commissioners, 131 Idaho 426, 958 P.2d 583 (1998); and
Dawson Enterprises, Inc. v. Blaine County, 98 Idaho 506,567 P.2d 1257 (1977)l.
POSITION NO. 10:
The denial of the Subject Application Presents No Private Property Rights Claim:
The property owner has no vested interest in the highest and best use of land in a solely
monetary sense of that term. A property owner who knows the restrictions of the property use at
the time of purchase of agricultural use can not, in Idaho, establish valid claim of inverse
condemnation because of refusal to rezone property for commercial purposes even it would
greatly enhance value of property. [See Sprenger, Grubb 7 Associates, Inc. v. City of Hailey,
127 Idaho 576,903 P.2d 741 (1995); Dawson Enterprises, Inc. v. Blaine County, 98 Idaho 506,
567 P.2d 1257 (1977); McCuskey v. Canyon County Comm'rs, 128 Idaho 213, 912 P.2d 100
(1996)l.
POSITION NO. 11 :
Thah in the alternative and without waiver of any of the above stated Positions Nos.
1 through 10, that at a minimum and conditional rezone and development agreement
should include special conditions that:

POSITION STATEMENT IN OPPOSITION

APPLICANT - Page 11

The Following allowed uses in a "C-2" (Community Commercial) zone shall be
prohibited including the sale of alcoholic beverages at retail or by the drink to wit:
Assisted care facility

Auction facility

Bowling alley

Equipment rental

Fireworks sales and Mini-storage or
storage
RV storage
facilities, with
or without
caretaker
residence
Public utility
Radio, television
Recreational
transmission facilities and broadcasting
vehicle park
stations including
aerials when made
an integral part of a
principal building
Staging area

Telecommunication Theater
facilities

Commercial and
private off-street
parking lots for
passenger vehicles
except as provided
for allowed
conditionally
permitted use
Mortuaries

Hotels, motels

Vehicle service
station and/or minimarket

Dance hall

That any other allowed use not prohibited by the development agreement in a "C-2"
(Community Commercial) zone shall only be allowed by conditional use permit.

Basis for this position is that in the unfortunate event the conditional zoning is granted,
then the prospect of having the unbridled right to use the property as provided and allowed by
"C-2" (Community Commercial) zone is ever present. This concern is bolstered by the fact that

there is no specific development or use plan presented by the Applicant. The protections of a
public hearing and notice with the protections of a special use and or conditional use process
give the affected property owners opportunity to address the adverse affects of ' a specific
POSITION STATEMENT IN OPPOSITION TO APPEAL OF APPLICANT - Page 12
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proposal and afford the county to impose conditions upon a specific development to minimize
the adverse impact , control the sequence and timing of the development, control its duration,
assure it is maintained properly, designate exact location and nature of the development, require

as needed on-site or off-site public facilities or services, require more restrictive standards than
those imposed by ordinance as needed. [See LC.

67-6512 and Canyon County Zoning

Ordinance Section 07-07-07]

CONCLUSION
It is urged that the Board of Commissioner's find and recommend denial of this
Application for zoning change and Comprehensive Plan Map change should be denied because:
1.

The Planning and Zoning Commissioners Findings and Recommendations of

denial of conditional rezone and development agreement should be affirmed as supported by
substantial and competent evidence; and
2.

The Board of Commissioners should apply the analysis and criteria of the Zoning

Amendment Criteria; and
3.

That the applicable comprehensive plan to this application is the "Comprehensive

Plan Canyon County, Idaho 1995 Amendment (Update)"; and
4.

That the subject application is not compatible with the "Comprehensive Plan

Canyon County, Idaho 1995 Amendment (Update)"; and

5.

The proposed zoning designation change is not compatible with the express terms

and conditions of the Canyon County "A" Agricultural Zone and the proposed "C-2"
Community Commercial Zone; and
6.

The subject application is contrary to the express purposes of the Local Land Use

Planning Act.

POSITION STATEMENT IN OPPOSITION TO APPEAL OF APPLICANT - Page 13
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7.

The Subject Application is not a viable development plan and is in conflict with

the access policy of the Idaho Transportation Department for State Highway' 55 and no
commercial access is available to the subject property and therefore does not meet the criteria for
a zoning amendment under Canyon County Code Section 07-06-05 in that the proposed zoning
amendment application has not demonstrated that measures will be taken to provide adequate
access to and from the subject property so that there will be no undue interference with existing
or future traffic pattern on State Highway 55 and does therefore not comply with analysis of the
Zoning Amendment Criteria.
8.

The Subject Application is not suitable for a Zoning Amendment in that it does

not meet the criteria of Canyon County Code Section 07-06-05; and

9.

The Subject Application is a classic spot zone as defined by the Idaho Supreme

Court; and
10.

The denial of the Subject Application Presents No Private Property Rights Claim,

11.

That in the alternative and without waiver of any of the above stated Positions

and

Nos. 1 through 10 that at a minimum and conditional rezone and development agreement should
include additional special conditions herein stated.
DATED This 10" day of March, 2006.
WHITE PETERSON, P.A.

By:
Wm. F. ~ i ~ r a g ~ l I /
Attorneys for ~flectj&
Nancy Taylor, Doug
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CERTIF'ICATE OF SERVICE
I, the undersigned, do hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing
instrument was served upon the following by the method indicated:

Canyon County Development Services Dept.
1115 Albany Street
Caldwell, Idaho 83605

X U.S. Mail

Todd M. Lakey
225 N. 9" Street, Ste. 420
Boise, Idaho 83702
DATED this

Facsimile: 208-454-6633
Hand Delivered

U.S. Mail
Facsimile: 208-331-1102
Hand Delivered

&P

day of March, 2006.

W:lWorklnTaylor,Nancy 215891Zoning Ordinance AppenllPo~itionstotement.doc
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EXHIBIT A

and there are no plans for city services to the area identified in the proposed change. [CCCO,
Section 07-06-03(1)2.].

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1. The Board concludes that the Commission's recommendation should be accepted and
that Edward Savala's application for a Comprehensive Plan Map Change of approximately 8.09
a Community Commercial designation should be approved.
acres from an A g r i c u l ~
2. (a). There are no gravel pits within 1 mile of the subject property. There are no dairies

within 1mile of the subject property. There is 1 feedlot within 2 miles of the subject property.
Approximately 84 of the 139 parcels within % mile of the subject property have existing homes.
The average lot size within % mile of the subject property is 12.56 acres. Parcels within % mile
0

of the subject property range in size &om 0.07 acres to 109.98 acres. There are 5 platted
subdivisions within 1 mile of the subject property for a total of 156 lots. There are no
subdivisions in the platting stage within 1 mile of the subject property. All surrounding property
is zoned Agricultural. The nearest commercial zoning is the Sunny Slope Market which is zoned
"C-1" (Neighborhood Commercial) and located approximately2 miles south of the subject
4

property on Highway 55. There is also a post office at the intersection of Pride Lane and
Highway 55, less than % mile east of the subject property, which is on land zoned "A"
(Agricultural). A red dot on the 1995 Canyon County Comprehensive Plan map designates the
area of the post office as Rural Center or Neighborhood Commercial. The subject property is in
an area of the county that is primarily a mix of agricultural and rural residential uses with limited
commercial development nearby and is considered to be a best or moderately suited agricultural
area.

FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF
LAW AND ORDERS
42
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Exhibit C

Board voted t6 overturn the Commission's recommendation and thereby approve the request by
Edward Savala for a ComprehensivePlan Map Change from an Agricultural to a Community
Commercial designation for the subject property consisting of 8.09 acres.
Conditional Rezone

Upon the conclusion of public testimony, after deliberating on the evidence presented, the
Board voted to overturn the Commission's recommendation and thereby approve the request by
Edward Savala for a Conditional Rezone of approximately8.09 acres h m an "A" (Agcic.ultural)
Zone to a "C-2" (Community Commercial) Zone, subject to 9 conditions.
Devehpment Agreement

Upon the conclusion of public testimony, after deliberating on the evidence presented, the
Board voted to accept the Commission's recommendation and thereby approve the Development
Agreement as modified to reflect the conditions imposed by the Board.
COMPREHENSIVEPLAN MAP CHANGE:

APPLICABLE LAW
1.Whether a general type of growth should be permitted in a particular area. [CCCO,

Section 07-06-03(1)1.]
1995 Comprehensive Plan

PROPERTY RIGHTS
In the 1994 Legislative Session, Idaho Code "67-8001,8002,and 8003 were
adopted to establish a process to better provide that land use policies, restrictions,
conditions, and fees do not violate private property rights, adversely impact
property values or create unnecessary technical limitations on the use of private
property. It is the oolicv of the Countv to comolv with the reauirements of the
Idaho Code orovisions. tp.41.

FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF
LAW AND ORDERS
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tothe general public. With the proximity of "C-1" (Neighborhood Commercial) and located
approximately 2 miles south of the subject property on Highway 55 and a post office located at
the intersection of Pride Lane and Highway 55, less than % mile east of the subject property, this
is not random development.
(i). The development will include landscaping and a fence along the southem boundary as
buffer areas andlor screening devices in order to lessen any impact on adjacent land uses.

0). Based upon the preceding, the Boatd k d s that the general type of growth requested
should be permitted in the particular area. [CCCO, Section 07-06-03(1)1.]
4. No municipal sewer or domestic water services are available to the subject property

and there are no plans for city services to the area identified in the proposed change. [CCCO,
Section 07-06-03(1)2.].
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The Board concludes that the Commission's recommendation should be accepted and
that Edward Savala's application for a Comprehensive Plan Map change of approximately 8.09
acres from an Agricultural to a Community Commercial designation should be approved.

-

2. (a). There are no gravel pits within 1 mile of the subject property. There are no dairies
within 1 mile of the subject property. There is 1 feedlot within 2 miles of the subject property.
Approximately 84 of the 139 parcels within 34 mile of the subject property have existing homes.
The average lot size within % mile of the subject property is 12.56 acres. Parcels within % mile
of the subject property range in size from 0.07 acres to 109.98 acres. There are 5 platted
subdivisions within 1 mile of the subject property for a total of 156 lots. There are no
subdivisions in the platting stage within 1 mile of the subject property. All surrounding property

FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF
LAW AND ORDERS
80
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BOARD ACTION
Conditional Rezone
Upon the conclusion of public testimony, after deliberating on the evidence presented, the
Board voted to overturn the ComrniBsion's recommendation and thereby approve the request by

Edward Savala for a Conditional ~ezone"of
approximately 8.09 from an "A" (Agricultural) Zone
to a "C-2" (Community Commercial) Zone, subject to 9 conditions.

Development Agreement

Upon the conclusion of public testimony, after deliberating on the evidence presented, the
Board voted to accept the Commission's recomniendation and thereby approve the Development
Agreement as modified to reflect the conditions imposed by the Board.
COWITIONAL REZONE:

APPLICABLE LAW
1. Whether the zoning amendment is harmonious with and in accordance with the

Comprehensive PalnLan.

[CCCO, Section 07-06-05(1)A].

1995 Comprehensive Plan
4

PROPERTY RIGHTS
In the 1994Legislative Session, Idaho Code "67-8001,8002, and 8003 were
adopted to establish a process to better provide that land use policies, restrictions,
conditions, and fees do not violate private property rights, adversely impact
property values or create unnecessary technical limitations on the use of private
property. It is the volicv of the Countv to complv with the reauirements of the
Idaho Code provisions. [p.4].
POPULATION POLICIES
Policy No. 1. To provide the planning base for an anticivated vovulation of at
least 105.000 bv the vear 2000. and 120.000 bv the vear 2010. This policy
estimates and anticipates an annual increase of approximately 1.2 percent between
FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF
LAW AND ORDERS
DSD CASE NO. CPR2005-2
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damage, hazard, nuisance or other detriment to persons or property in the vicinity to make the
land use more compatible with neighboring land uses. [CCCO, Section 07-06-07(1)].

4. The Applicant has made and signed a written Development Agreement to implement,
and be bound by, the conditions on the Conditional Rezone. [CCCO; Section 0746-07(2)].

ORDER OF INTENT TO REZOME
Based upon the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, reviewed above, the Board
accepts the recommendation of the Commission and hereby gives preliminary approval of
Edward Savala's request for a Conditional Rezone of an approximately 8.09 acre parcel from an

"A" (Agricultural) Zone to a "CR-C-T (Conditional RezoneKo~unityCommercial) Zone
with 9 conditions; such restricted land shall be designated by a "CR-C-2" (Conditional
RezoneICommunity Commercial) mark on the official zoning map until and unless the Board
determines in a public hearing that a condition has not been met or that the approved use has
ended, in which case the zone shall revert back to "A" (Agricultural) Zone. The parcel of land
that forms the subject property has been legally described in attached Exhibit "A", incorporated
by reference herein. The Conditional Rezone and the parcel of land shall have the conditions
d

attached to it as shown by the attached Exhibit "B", incorporated by reference herein. The Board
hereby further approves the written Development Agreement made and signed by the Applicant
to implement and be bound by, the conditions on the Conditional Rezone; said Development
Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit "C", incorporated by reference herein.

APPROVED this &day

of May, 2006

FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF
LAW AND ORDERS
DSD CASE NO. CPR2005-2
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FEB 2 3 2007
CANYON COUNTY CLERK
C MOHER, DEPUTY

TODD M. LAKEY, ISB #4856
Lakey Law, LLC.
Attorney at Law
17 1 2 ' ~Ave. So., Suite 201
Narnpa, ID 83651
(208) 467-6555
(208) 467-6559
Attorney for Applicant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON

NANCY TAYLOR, DOUG HOUSTON, and
KIRBY VICKERS and CHERYL VICKERS,
HUSBAND AND WIFE,
Petitioners,

)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-06-6009

1
)
)

VS.

STIPULATION TO INTERVENE
ANDORDER

CANYON COUNTY BOARD OF
1
COMMISSIONERS, a political subdivision of )
the State of Idaho
)
Respondent.

1
1

COMES NOW, Todd M. Lakey, Attorney for Edward Savala, Doug Emery, Deputy
Prosecuting Attorney on behalf of Respondent Canyon County, and Wrn. F. Gigray, 111, Attorney
for and on behalf of Petitioners, and hereby agree and stipulate that Edward Savala, the owner of
the subject property and the underlying Applicant before the Canyon County Board of
Commissioners, by and through his Attorney, Todd M. Lakey, be allowed to intervene and
participate in this proceedings as an affected party pursuant to Rule 7.1 of the Idaho Appellate
Rules .
STIPULATION AND ORDER - Page 1

DATED t h i s g day of February, 2007.
LAKEY LAW, LLC

Todd M. Lakey
CANYON COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY'S OFFICE

WHITE PETERSON, P.A.

Wm. F. Gigray, 111.

STIPULATION AND ORDER - Page 2
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ORDER
Pursuant to the stipulation of the parties and in accordance with Rule 7.1 of the Idaho
Appellate Rules, Edward Savala is hereby granted leave to participate as an Intervenor in these
proceedings.

(.

District Judge, Third Judicial District

STIPULATION AND ORDER - Page 3
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'row M. LAKEY, ISB #4856
I.akey Law, f .LC.
Atlorney at Law
17 12"' Ave. So., Suite 201
Nampa, ID 83651
(208) 467-6555
(208) 467-6559

.\riol.ney for Applicant

TN THE DISTRICT COURT OP THE M I R D JUI)ICIAI, DJSTNC'!' OF THE
STATE OF 1DAI-10,IN AND FOR THE COIJNTY OF CANYON
NANCY TAYLOR, DOUG FIOUSTON, and )
KlRRY VlCKERS and CIIEltYL VlCKERS, )

HlJSBANU AND WIFE,
Petitioners,
VS.

)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-06-6009
STfPlJLATION 1'0 INTERVENE
ANDORDER

CANYON COUNTY BOARD 01:
)
COMMISSIONERS,a political subdivision of )
thc State of Idaho
)
Respondent,

i
)

COMES NOW, Todd M. Lakey, Attorney for Edward Savala, Doug Emery, Deputy
Prosecuting Attorney on behalf of Respondent Canyon County, and Wm. F. (Jigray, Ill, Attorney
for and on behalf of Pelitioners. and hereby agree and stipulate that I'dward Savala, :he owner of'
thc subject properly and the underlying Applicant before the Canyon County Board of
Commissioners. by and through his Attorney, 'Todd M. Lakey, be allowed to intervene and
participate in this proceedings as an affected parly pursuant to Rule 7.1 of the Idaho Appellate
Rules.

STIPIJLATION AND ORDER - Page 1
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DATED this d a y of February, 2007.
LAKEY LAW, I.T,C

CANYON COUNTY PROSECIJTINO ATTORNEY'S OFFICE

-.

Doug Emery

.

SI'IPULATION AND ORDER Page 2
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Pursuant to the stipulation of the parties and in accordance with Rule 7.1 of the Idaho
Appellate Rulcs, Edward Savrtla is hereby ganrcd leave to participate as an Intervenor in these
proceedings.

,-.-.

-.-...-.

14onorable Gordon Petrie
District Judge, "l'hirdJudicial District

-
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1D:WHITE PETERSON

TODD M. LAKEY, 1SB #4856
M e y Law, LLC.
Attorney at Law
17 12' Ave. So., Suite 201
Narnpa, ID 8365 1
(208) 467-6555
(208) 467-6559
Attorney for Applicant

IN TI33 DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICLAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN Am) FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
NANCY TAYLOR, DOUG HOUSTON, and )
IURBY VICKEFCS and CHERYL VICKERS, )
IIUSBAND AND WIFE,
)
)

Petitioners,

1

)
VS.
)
)
CANYON COUNTY BOARD OF
)
COMNISSIOMERS, a political subdivision of )
the State of Idaho
)
)

Respondent.

Case No. CV-06-6009
STPULATION TO CORRECT
TYPOGRAPHICAL.ERROR

1

COMES NOW, Todd M. Lakey, Attorney for Edward Savala, Doug Emery, Deputy
Prosecuting Attorney on behalf of Respondent Canyan County, and Wm. F. Qigray, 111, Attorney
for and on behalf of Petitioners, and hereby agree and stipulate that the following minor
typographical errors be noted and corrected in Intervenor Respondent's Brief

1 ) Page 31,

second paragraph, last sentence the term "Respondent" should read "Intervenor Respondent". 2)
In the conclusion paragraph on pages 31 and 32 the references to "conditional use permit"
should read "conditional rezone".
STIPULATION AND ORDER - Page 1

Iff_ day

DATED this2

~ ~ A U W1007.
S~,

LAKEY LAW. Ll.c

-
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1

Pursuant to the stipulation o f the patties
Respondent's brief as noted in the Stipulation

errors are corrected in intervenor

~istrkdJudge, Third Judioial District

-

STrPULATlON AND ORDER Page 3
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OCT 1 7 2007
CANYON COUNT4 CLERK
J DRAKE, DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
NANCY TAYLOR, DOUG HOUSTON,
and KIRBY VICKERS and CHERYL
VICKERS, husband and wife,
Petitioners,

vs.

CASE NO. CV-2006-6009-C
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON
JUDICIAL REVIEW

CANYON COUNTY BOARD OF
COMMISSIONERS, a political
subdivision of the State of Idaho,
Respondent.

THIS IS A CIVIL MATTER. It comes before the court upon judicial review of
actions taken by the Canyon County Board of Commissioners in considering Dr.
Edward Savala's request for an amendment to the 1995 Comprehensive Plan, a
Conditional Rezone, and request for a Development Agreement.

Petitioners Nancy

Taylor, Doug Houston, Kirby Vickers, and Cheryl Vickers, neighboring landowners to
the Savala property in question, bring this action. Mr. William Gigray Ill represents the
petitioners. Deputy Prosecutor Sam Laugheed represents Canyon County on behalf of
the Commissioners. The court allowed Dr. Savala to intervene in the action, and Mr.
Todd Lakey represents him. The court affirms the actions of the Commissioners. The
court's reasoning follows.

MEMORANDUM DECISION ON JUDICIAL REVIEW - 1

FACTS AND PROCEDURE
In April 2005, Dr. Savala filed an application with the Canyon County Planning
and Zoning (P&Z) Commission.

He requested the Canyon County Board of

Commissioners (Commissioners) to take the actions set out in the preamble above in
regards to his eight-acre property. On May 19, 2005, the P&Z Commission issued its
Findings and Conclusions, denying Savala's application.
Savala then requested the Commissioners to review and consider his
application. It is undisputed by the parties that the Commissioners gave appropriate
notice of all three hearings that took place over the course of four non-contiguous days.
On October 25, 2005, the Commissioners considered the Comprehensive Plan Change.
On October 27, 2005, the Commissioners approved the change to the Comprehensive
Plan. On March 14, 2006, and March 31, 2006, the Commissioners held a second
hearing on the Comprehensive Plan change, the proposed Conditional Rezone, and the
proposed Development Agreement. The Commissioners issued their Findings and
Conclusions on May 4,2006. In that order, the Commissioners overturned the decision
of the P&Z Commission, granted the amendment to the 1995 Comprehensive Plan
Map, granted the Conditional Rezone, and entered into a Development Agreement with
Dr. Savala.
However, to complicate matters, and to create what some describe as a "perfect
storm," the Commissioners signed Ordinance 05-229 on October 20, 2005.

This

ordinance made effective on October 24, 2005, the 2010 Comprehensive Plan.
Because the 2010 Comprehensive Plan was in place when the Commissioners issued

-
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their Findings and Conclusions on May 2006, the Commissioners also amended the

I/

1995 Comprehensive Plan as requested by Savala and amended the 2010
Comprehensive Plan to reflect the changes and conditional rezone granted.
On June 1, 2006, petitioners filed their action for Judicial Review. On December
1, 2006, the Court received its assignment of the matter and heard oral argument on
September 10,2007.

II.
ISSUES PRESENTED
All parties in this matter take differing views of how to phrase the issues this court
should consider. Accordingly, the court describes the issues as follows.
1.

Whether the Commissioners erred in amending the 2010 Comprehensive
Plan after granting the amendment to the 1995 Comprehensive Plan.

2.

Whether substantial and competent evidence supports the Board's action in
granting the amendment to the 1995 Comprehensive Plan.

3.

Whether substantial and competent evidence supports the Board's action in
granting the conditional rezone under the 1995 Comprehensive Plan.

4.

Whether substantial and competent evidence supports the Board's action in
granting the Development Agreement.
111.

STANDARD OF REVIEW
A district court reviewing the decisions of a local administrative agency is guided
by the ldaho Administrative Procedures Act (IDAPA). Urrutia v. Blaine County Board of
Commissioners, 134 ldaho 353, 2 P.3d 738 (2000). Reh'g denied. The reviewing court

-
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may not substitute its opinion for that of the agency unless it is determined that the
agency's findings of fact are clearly erroneous.

Id.

Thus, the agency's factual

determinations bind this court, provided substantial and competent evidence support
those findings. Id. See also ldaho Code § 67-5279(1). Pursuant to ldaho Code § 675279(3), this court must affirm the actions of the agency under review unless its
findings, inferences, conclusions, or decisions fall into one of these categories: (a) they
violate constitutional or statutory provisions; (b) they exceed the statutory authority of
the agency; (c) the agency made them upon unlawful procedure; (d) substantial
evidence on the record as a whole does not support them; or (e) they are arbitrary,
capricious, or an abuse of discretion. Id. ldaho cases have also held that in addition to
this showing, the petitioners must further show how a substantial right has been
prejudiced. Unitia, 134 ldaho at 357 citing Price v. Payette County Bd. of County
Comm'rs, 131 ldaho 426,429, 958 P.2d 583, 587 (1998)(emphasis supplied).
When this court reviews the actions of a local zoning board, the board's
application and interpretation of its own zoning ordinances are entitled to a strong
presumption of validity. Whitted v. Canyon County Bd. of County Comm'rs, 137 ldaho
118, 44 P.3d 1173 (2002). Thus, a petition attacking the board's actions must show
how the board acted in violation of ldaho Code § 67-5279(3) when issuing a planning
and zoning decision.

The petition must further show how that zoning decision

prejudices a substantial right of the petitioners. Id.

MEMORANDUM DECISION ON JUDICIAL REVIEW - 4
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IV.
THE BOARD PROCEDURES
It is undisputed by the parties that ldaho law clearly supports the proposition that

the law in place at the time someone makes a planning and zoning application is the
law governing the decisions made on that application. Urrutia, 134 ldaho at 359-60.
See also Payette River Property Owners Ass'n v. Bd. of Cornrn'rs of Valley Co., 132
ldaho 551, 555, 976 P.2d 477, 481 (1999). In fact at the beginning of the October 25,
2007 hearing, Mr. Lakey argued both the 1995 plan

and

the 2010 plan. But the

Commissioners stopped him and directed Mr. Lakey to limit his comments to the 1995
plan. Commissioner Vasquez states, "we're considering this under the 1995 plan."
10/25/07 Transcript @ 29, 1. 8-10; @ 33, 1. 21-25; @ 34, 1. 1-16. Commissioner Beebe
affirmed this same position at the October 27, 2005 hearing when he stated for the
record, "Because this application came in under the 1995 comprehensive plan, that [is]
the comprehensive plan that we are addressing for this review." 10/27/05 Transcript @
6, 1. 20-23.
Petitioners now protest the use of the 1995 plan as the basis for the
Commissioner's analysis on these issues; however, this court finds that despite at least
two opportunities to protest the use of the 1995 plan, petitioners failed to object at either
of the October 2005 hearings on this issue.

In fact, Mr. Gigray, throughout his

comments at the October 25, 2005 hearing, refers to various provisions of the 1995
plan, even commenting, "I understand the law and that point." 10/25/07 Transcript @
171, 1. 21-23. Accordingly, for purposes of judicial review, this court cannot, and will

-
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not, consider an issue not properly preserved at the Commissioner's proceedings.
Whitted,supra, at 122, 44 P.3d at 1177.
Seemingly, then, the Board's decision to amend the 1995 Comprehensive Plan
was guided by that plan, the ldaho Code, and appiicable Canyon County Ordinances.
ldaho Code § 67-6509 sets forth the procedures P&Z commissions and boards of
county commissioners must follow when considered an amendment to a comprehensive
plan. In short, the statute requires the P&Z commission to conduct at least one public
hearing and then to make a recommendation. When the board of commissioners
addresses the issue of amendment, it too must hold at least one public hearing after
appropriate notice.

if the board agrees to make a material change, the statutory

r
p
framework charges it with holding a second public hearing after appropriate notice&
to the plan being amended and adopted by resolution of the board. Compare ldaho
Code § 67-6509 with Canyon County Ordinance 07-06-Ol(3). Finally, ldaho Code § 676509(d) limits P&Z commissions to simply recommending amendments to land use
maps incorporated as part of comprehensive plans, and at that, not more freauentlv
than once even, six (6) months. Canyon County Ordinance 07-06-01(1)(B) echoes this
limitation.
After the hearings, if the board decides to allow an amendment, it then
determines whether a rezone is also appropriate. Canyon County Ordinance 07-0601(1)(B). In making that decision, the board must consider the overall development
scheme of the county, and its findings must make clear which of its findings relate to the
proposed amendment to the comprehensive plan and which relate to the rezone. Id.
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A. The 1995 Comprehensive Plan Map Change
1. The First Hearing
When considering whether to amend the comprehensive plan, Canyon County
Ordinance 07-06-03 sets out the following standards upon which the Board must find
adequate evidence before approving any amendment:
Whether a general type of growth should be permitted in a particular area,
and
w

What plans consist of for city services to the area identified in the
proposed change.

CCSO 07-06-03.
Here, the transcripts of the board proceedings show that the first hearing on the
1995 plan change began on October 25, 2005 and carried over to October 27, 2005.
The October 25th hearing took all day where the Commissioners received testimony
and exhibits throughout. At the October 27th hearing, the Commissioners recognized
the standards it must use to guide its decision. 10/27/05 Transcript @ 5, lines 22-25; @
6, lines 1-4. The Commissioners also addressed the areas of Property Rights (@ 7);

Population policies (@7-13); Economic Development (@ 13-15); Land Use Policies (@
15-21); Agricultural

Lands (@ 21-24);

Community Commercial (@

25-27);

Transportation (@ 28); Public Services Facilities and Utilities (@ 29-30); Rural or
Neighborhood Commercial @ 31-34); and they also addressed whether city services
were identified (@ 38-39). Finally, the Commissioners considered the Red Dot issue
and whether the area in question had already been designated as Neighborhood
Commercial. Due to the lack of clarity on that issue, two of the three Commissioners
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determined that the area needed to be designated "one way or the other," and thus
voted to overturn the P&Z Commission recommendation. 10127/05 Transcript @ 44,
line I.

2. The Second Hearing
Because the Commissioners agreed to overturn the P&Z recommendation to
deny the application for a comprehensive plan map change, the law required them to
hold a second hearing on the issue. They held this hearing on March 14, 2006, and
again, received a full day's worth of testimony from both sides of the issue. They even
continued the hearing until March 31, 2006, to receive additional testimony. However,
Commissioners Beebe and Ferdinand were the only Commissioners to attend second
hearing. Based on the testimony presented to the Commissioners, they approved the
comprehensive plan amendment. Commissioner Beebe specifically noting he was "still
comfortable with the red dot there indicating that this area, at least in the '95 comp plan,
was generally considered to be - have potential for some sort of a commercial node so
with that application I will give your community commercial also a positive." 03/31/06
Transcript @ 81, lines 8-12.
Clearly, the record in its entirety reflects the Commissioners did not take this
matter lightly, as evidenced by the voluminous transcripts and Findings and
Conclusions dealing

with

the

comprehensive

plan

map

amendment. The

Commissioners neutrally received testimony both in favor of the change and in
opposition to it. Testimony from experts and professionals abounded. At each of the
two hearings, the Commissioners covered each policy relevant to the amendment in
making their determination.

The "red dots" of commercial activity-current

or
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predicted-seemed

to persuade the Commissioners that commercial activity is

occurring or expected to occur in the area in question.
Petitioners argue that the comprehensive plan map amendment is equivalent to
spot zoning. When a board of county commissioners considers a zoning change, it is
guided by the local comprehensive plan; nevertheless, any changes or amendments
made thereto do not have to comply strictly with the comprehensive plan, provided such
amendment is "in conformance" with the plan. Evans v. Teton County, 139 Idaho 71,
76, 73 P.3d 84, 89 (2003). Thus, spot zoning occurs when a zoning change does not
conform to the guidelines of a comprehensive plan. Id. Two varieties of spot zoning,
then, have come to exist. The first type occurs when a zone change allows the use of
property in a manner prohibited by the original zone.

Courts consider this type of

zoning action valid if the change conforms to the comprehensive plan. The second type
occurs when a board rezones a parcel of land for the benefit on an individual
landowner, and the new use is inconsistent with the previously permitted use. This type
of spot zoning is always invalid. Id. at 77, 73 P.3d at 90.
Petitioners argue that the comprehensive plan map amendment is a type two
spot zoning, hence automatically invalid. Canyon County and Savala argue that if the
Board action is spot zoning, then it is type one, thus valid, because the amendment
conforms to the 1995 comprehensive plan. When the Commissioners discussed and
decided the amendment, they focused on the red dots in the area of the proposed
change. To them, this indicated commercial activity taking place in the area. The
Commissioners determined that since the area had already supported commercial
activity, they should approve the

amendment.

Accordingly,

because the

-
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Commissioners based the amendment upon their determination that commercial activity
occurred in the area in question, and because this court cannot substitute its judgment
for that of the Commissioners, this court must uphold the Commissioners' determination
that the area already supports commercial activity.

B. The Conditional Rezone
The Commissioners addressed the issue of the conditional rezone at the March

31, 2006, hearing following the Board's second hearing on the comprehensive plan
amendment. A conditional rezone is one in which the board may establish conditions or
restrictions upon the proposed rezone, which, if not met, can cause the land to revert to
the zoning status existing before the rezone. See Canyon County Ordinance 07-06-07.
When considering a zoning amendment, the Board must follow the criteria of
Canyon County Ordinance 07-06-05 and Idaho Code 67-6511.

These provisions

require the Board to find adequate evidence in answering the following questions:
Whether the zoning amendment is harmonious with and in accordance with the
applicable comprehensive plan;
Whether the proposed use will be injurious to other property in the immediate
vicinity andlor will negatively change the essential character of the area;
Whether adequate sewer, water, and drainage facilities, and utility systems are to
be provided to accommodate said use;
Whether measures will be taken to provide adequate access to and from the
subject property so that there will be no undue interference with existing or future
traffic patterns;
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Whether essential public services such as, but not limited to, school facilities,
police and fire protection, emergency medical services and irrigation facilities, will
be negatively impacted by such use or will require additional public funding in
order to meet the needs created by the requested change.
On the first criteria (harmony), the Commissioners determined that due to the
approved amendment, they had sufficiently covered that issue. On the second criteria
(injury to surrounding property), the Commissioners found that the proposed use would
not be injurious and that any potential harm would be addressed by the agencies that
review the process. They specifically noted that their main concerns revolved around
safety and ability to continue the lifestyle. See 3/31/07 Transcript @ 87-88. On the
second part of the second criteria (negative change to the essential character of the
area), the Commissioners again determined that the red dot indicated the essential
character of the area, namely, commercial. Id., at 88.

The Commissioners also

addressed the remaining three criteria, determining they favored the conditional rezone.
Id., at 88-90. The Commissioners, however, imposed certain conditions that Dr. Savala
must meet or the land will revert from its Community Commercial designation to
Agricultural designation. The second hearing ended with the approval of the conditional
rezone of the Savala property from Agricultural to Community Commercial.

See

03/31/07 Transcript @ 191, lines 1-12.
The Commissioners made consistent Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
based upon the voluminous testimony taken, coupling that with their consideration of
the issues and criteria. Therefore, the Commissioners determined that the Conditional
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Rezone conformed to the comprehensive plan, that the rezone did not injure
neighboring property owners, and that Dr. Savala's proposal had met the other criteria.
Finally, the record makes clear the Commissioners determined the conditions
they imposed would address likely concerns should they arise from the rezone and any
proposed development arising from it. Therefore, this court must uphold the Conditional
Rezone from Agriculture to Community Commercial because substantial and competent
evidence exists in the record to support the Board's decision and actions.

C. The Development Agreement
Pursuant to Canyon County Ordinance 07-06-07(2), when the Commissioners
authorize a conditional

rezone, a written development agreement must also be

executed. This procedure ensures that developers meet these conditions prior to any
building permits issuing for the rezoned property. In addition, Idaho Code § 67-6511A
also allows the Board of Commissioners to require a written commitment in order to
meet conditions.
On March 31, 2007, after the Commissioners approved the conditional rezone,
they held a hearing on the issue of executing a development agreement with Dr.
Savala.

The Commissioners received testimony and exhibits and voted again to

approve the conditional rezone and to approve the development agreement. Again, the
Commissioners considered the conditions on the proposed development and the
conditional rezone, determining these would protect the neighboring property owners
and keep the proposed development oriented on the comprehensive plan.
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Because both the ldaho Code and Canyon County Ordinances authorize the
Commissioners to execute a development agreement upon a conditional rezone, and
the court having already determined the rezone to be valid, this court cannot find fault
with the development agreement at bar.

D. Injury to Petitioners
ldaho Code Ej 67-5279 requires this Court to affirm the Commissioners' actions
unless, without substituting its own judgment for the Commissioners', it determines that
they (a) acted in violation of constitutional or statutory provisions; (b) acted in excess of
the statutory authority of the agency; (c) made their decision upon unlawful procedure;
(d) substantial evidence in the record as a whole does not support their decision; or (e)
their decision constitutes an arbitrary or capricious one or an abuse of discretion. ldaho
Code Ej 67-5279(3).

Here, Petitioners seem to argue substantial and competent

evidence do not support the Commissioners' actions or that the Commissioners acted
arbitrarily or capriciously.

However, as already noted, this court finds the record

presented appropriately supports the Commissioners' Findings and Conclusions-a
record that includes hundreds of pages of transcripts, exhibits, along with the Findings
and Conclusions.
Even if this Court found the Commissioners somehow violated the provisions of
ldaho Code Ej 67-5279(3), the court must still make a second determination before
granting the relief the Petitioners seek, namely, whether the Petitioners have shown
their rights have been prejudiced in some way that demonstrates actual harm to them.
ldaho Code Ej 67-6535. See also Urrutia, supra, and Price, supra. The statutory
provision covering this holds, "only those whose challenge to a decision demonstrates
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actual harm or violation of fundamental rishts, not the mere possibility thereof, shall be
entitled to remedy or reversal of a decision." ldaho Code

3

67-6535(c) (Emphasis

added). Our Supreme Court echoed this principle in Whiffed, supra, when it stated, "the
possibility of harm or prejudice, however, is insufficient to afford the remedy of reversal."
Whitted, 137 ldaho at 124,44 P.3d at 1179.
Here, Petitioners argue property values may be affected; that there may be an
influx of other commercial development; that the proposed development may inhibit the
neighboring property owners from realizing their

future plans; and that there may be

traffic concerns. The Commissioners determined that these expressed concerns did not
rise to the level of actual injury when they addressed the issue on the conditional
rezone. The Commissioners determined both that the proposed use would not be
injurious and that secondly, any proposed harm would be addressed by the conditions
imposed.

This Court, when faced with possibilities, or even probabilities, cannot

determine from the record that Petitioners have demonstrated they will suffer actual
harm, particularly in light of the Commissioners' determination to the contrary.
E. The 2010 Comprehensive Plan Map Change

As stated above, ldaho Code and the Canyon County Ordinances lay out a clear
procedure by which a P&Z Commission recommends an action and a Board of County
Commissioners either follows or does not follow that recommendation in relation to
amendments to comprehensive plans. Petitioners argue the Commissioners failed to
follow those procedures in amending the 2010 plan. This procedure is said to contain
the eye of the "perfect storm." As seen, however, the parties find themselves not so
much in the eye of the perfect storm, as the tonsils of dry lighting.
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Upon review of the transcripts of the four hearings, no issue surrounds whether
all parties proceeded under the theory (in accordance with Idaho law) that the
comprehensive plan in place at the time of the application controls the outcome of the
proceedings.

Everyone understood this dynamic, and everyone, including the

Commissioners, followed this dynamic. Thus, the Commissioners analyzed and applied
the 1995 Comprehensive Plan when they made their decision. However, when issuing
its Order for Comprehensive Plan Map Change, the Commissioners took one extra step
and stated the following.
The Board takes judicial notice that pursuant to Resolution No. 05-229, the 1995
Canyon County Comprehensive Plan Map was replaced with the 2010 Canyon
County Comprehensive Plan Map, effective October 24, 2005. Under the 2010
Canyon County Comprehensive Plan Map, the subject property must be
designated as Impact Areas & Urban Growth in order to implement the Board's
decision in this case. Therefore, an amendment to the 2010 Canyon County
Comprehensive Plan Map is necessary. It is hereby ordered that the subject
property shall be designated as Impact Areas & Urban Growth on the 2010
Canyon County Comprehensive Plan Map.
Findings of Fact/Conclusions of Law @ 84; Clerk's Record @ 92.
It is clear that the notice of the hearings sufficiently placed the public on notice
that the Commissioners intended to consider the 1995 Comprehensive Plan. For one,
the notice provided that the Board was considering a change from " A Agriculture to
"CC" Community Commercial, which are land use designations under the 1995 plan. It
is also clear, that even if the Commissioners failed to follow the correct procedure in this
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regard, the Petitioners have failed to demonstrate any damage to them.
Commissioners made their decision under the

1995 Comprehensive Plan.

The

The 2010

issue raised by the Petitioners is akin to a "red herring," and irrelevant to the issue
before this court. As pointed out by the County in its brief, Savala never applied for an
amendment to the 2010 comprehensive plan map. This court cannot find in any way
how Petitioners' rights are prejudiced or injured by the Commissioners designating the
subject property as "Impact Areas & Urban Growth" on the 2010 comprehensive plan
map. Even if that issue had real relevance to the matter at hand, all this court would do
is remand the matter back to the Commissioners on this one issue with instructions to
follow the procedure.

The P&Z commission would (or would not) make the

recommendation, and the Commissioners would, in ail likelihood, do what they have
already gratuitously done. Nevertheless, none of that has any bearing on whether the
amendment to the 1995 comprehensive plan passes muster. As found by this court, it
did pass muster in regards to the Savala property and the rezone amendment effecting
it.
F. Attorneys Fees and Costs

Idaho Code 12-117 allows for the award of attorneys in an administrative or civil
judicial proceeding involving a county if the court finds that the par& aaainst whom the
court renders iudament acted without a reasonable basis in fact or law. ldaho Code 5
12-117. However, in this case, the court cannot find that any party acted unreasonably,
at either the agency administrative level, or the ensuing judicial review. Accordingly, the
parties will bear their own costs and fees.

-
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CONCLUSION

Based upon the record before this court on judicial review, including the
arguments of respective counsel, this court concludes that substantial and competent
evidence supports the Commissioners' decision to grant the amendment to the 1995
Comprehensive Plan in relation to the Savala property. Similarly, this court concludes
that substantial and competent evidence supports the Commissioners' actions in
granting the conditional rezone under the 1995 plan and in granting the Developmental
Agreement. Finally, this court concludes that if the Commissioners did, in fact, err in
amending the 2010 Comprehensive Plan after granting the amendment to the 1995 plan
(the amendment to the 1995 plan, of course, being the only amendment having an
effect on Petitioners) the Petitioners have failed to demonstrate any prejudice or
material injury by such amendment.
THEREFORE, THIS ORDERS THAT:

1. The court affirms the decisions of the Canyon County Board of Commissions in
amending the 1995 Comprehensive Plan in relation to Dr. Edward Savala's property,
which comprises the heart of this judicial review.
2. The court affirms the Canyon County Commissioners granting the conditional
rezone of the Savala property.
3. The

court

affirms

the

Canyon County

Commissioners granting the

DevelopmentalAgreement.
4. The parties will bear their own fees and costs.
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D this 16th day of October 2007

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

a

The undersigned certifies that on
October 2007 slhe served a true and correct copy of the original of
the forgoing MEMORANDUM DECISION ON JUDICIAL REVIEW on the following individuals in the
manner described:
Upon the Canyon County Prosecutor,
when slhe placed the same into the latter's respective "pick up" boxes at the Canyon County Clerk's
office, Canyon County Courthouse, Caldwell. Idaho, and upon
William F. Gigray, Ill, WHITE PETERSON, P.A., attorneys for petitioners, 5700 East Franklin
Road, Suite 200, Nampa, ldaho 83687-7901, and upon
Todd M. Lakey, LAKEY LAW, LLC, attorney for Intervenor Respondent Dr. Edward Savala, 17
12th Avenue South, Ste. 201, Nampa, ldaho 83651
when slhe caused the same to be deposited into the US Mails, sufficient postage attached

WILLIAM H. HURST, Clerk of the Court
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CANYON COUNTYC L E ~ ~ K
J HEIDEMAN, DEPUTY

William F. Gigray
Christopher D. Gabbert
WHITE PETERSON, P.A.
5700 East Franklin Road, Suite 200
Nampa, Idaho 83687-7901
Telephone: (208) 466-9272
Facsimile:
(208) 466-4405
ISB Nos.:
1435,6772
wfg@whitepeterson. corn
cgabbert@tvhi4epeterson.corn
Attorneys for Appellants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
NANCY TAYLOR, DOUG HOUSTON, and
KIRBY VICKERS and CHERYL VICKERS,
husband and wife,

)
)

CASE NO. CV-06-6009-C

1
1

PetitionersIAppellants,
)

NOTICE OF APPEAL

VS.
CANYON COUNTY BOARD OF
COMMISSIONERS, a political subdivision of
the State of Idaho,
Respondent,

1
1

Fee Category: T
Filing Fee: $15.00 Canyon County
$86.00 Idaho Sup. Ct.

--.-.-----------.----------------------------------------)

EDWARD SAVALA,

TO:

1
1

THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENTS, CANYON COUNTY BOARD OF
COMMISSIONERS, AND ITS ATTORNEYS, DOUGLAS D. EMERY AND ERIC

NOTICE OF APPEAL

-1

ORIGINAL

GLOVER, EDWARD SAVALA, AND HIS ATTORNEY TODD M. LAKEY, AND
THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:

1.

The above-named Appellants, KIRBY VICKERS AND CHERYL VICKERS,

husband and wife; appeal against the above-named Respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from
the Memorandum Decision on Judicial Review, entered in the above-entitled action on the 17Ih
day of October, 2007, Honorable Judge Petrie presiding.
2.

That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgment

described in Paragraph 1 above is appealable under and pursuant to Rule 11(0IAR.

3.

A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the Appellants then intend

to assert in the appeal; provided, any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the
Appellants from asserting other issues on appeal:
Whether the Court erred in failing to determine and hold that the Canyon

3.1

County Commissioners acted in violation of constitutional and statutory
provisions and upon unlawful procedure by amending in March of 2006
the 1995 Canyon County Comprehensive Plan after they had repealed and
replaced it in October of 2005 with the 2010 Canyon County
Comprehensive Plan;
3.2

Whether the Court erred in finding that the Canyon County
Commissioners' sua sponte amendment of the 2010 Comprehensive Plan
in March of 2006 without prior notice to the Parties and without any prior
hearings before or recommendations from the Canyon County Planning
and Zoning Commission did not prejudice the substantial rights of the

-
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Appellants even though such action violated constitutional and statutory
provisions and was based upon unlawful procedure in failing to comply
with the due process and notice requirements of Idaho Code 4 67-6509 and
Canyon County Code Section 07-05-01;
Whether the Court erred in finding that the rezone was not "spot zoning"

3.3

because of the Canyon County Commissioners' simultaneous amendments
to the 1995 and 2010 Comprehensive Plans;
Whether the Court erred in finding that there was substantial evidence on

3.4

the record as a whole to support the findings of the Canyon County
Commissioners that the rezone was not in conflict with the 1995
Comprehensive Plan prior to the amendments;
Whether the PetitionerslAppellants are entitled to an award of attorneys

3.5

fees as a result of this appeal.
4.

Has an order been entered sealing all or any portion of the record? No.

5.

Appellant's request a Reporter's Transcript be prepared, as provided for in I.A.R.

25(a), in compressed format, of the following hearings before the district court for purposes of
this appeal, on or about:
September 10, 2007, oral arguments on Judicial Review;

5.1
6.

The Appellants request that the following documents be included in the Clerk's

Record, for the purposes of this appeal in addition to those automatically included under Rule
28, I.A.R.:

6.1

Petitioners' Opening Brief (2120107);

6.2

Respondent's Brief (5101107);

-
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6.3

Intervenor Respondent Brief (4/30/07);

6.4

Petitioners' Rcply Brief (6108107);

6.5

Entire clerks record for judicial review;

6.6

Transcription of May 19, 2005, public hearing before Canyon County
Planning and Zoning (already in court record);

6.7

Transcription of October 25, 2005, public hearing before Canyon County
Board of Commissioners (already in court record);
Transcription of October 27, 2005, public hearing before the Canyon

6.8

County Board of Commissioners (already in court record);
Transcription of March 14, 2006, public hearing before the Canyon

6.9

County Board of Commissioners (already in court record);
Transcription of March 31, 2006, public hearing before the Canyon

6.10

County Board of Commissioners (already in court record);
7.

I certify:
7.1

That a copy of this Notice of Appeal bas been served on the reporter;

7.2

That the clerk of the district court will be paid the estimated fee for
preparation of the Reporter's Transcript within the time required by rule
after notice to Appellants of the amount of the estimated fee;
That the estimated fee for preparation of the Clerk's Record will be paid

7.3

within the time required by rule after notice to Appellants of the amount of
the estimated fee;
That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant

7.4

to Rule 20.
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DATED this 28Ih day ofNovember, 2007.

By:

/f

d h r i s t o p h e r D. Gabbert
p t t o r n e i s for Petitioners/AppeIlants

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this

day of November, 2007, I caused to be served a true

and correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below to the following:
Douglas D. Emery
Eric Glover
Canyon County Prosecutor's Office
1115 Albany Street
Caldwell, ID 83605

US Mail
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile No. 208-454-7474

Todd M. Lakey
Lakey Law, LLC
17 12" Avenue South, Ste. 201
Nampa, ID 8365 1

US Mail
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile No. 208-467-6559

Yvonne Hyde-Gier
Court Reporter
1115 Albany Street
Caldwell, ID 83605

x
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US Mail
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile No. 208-454-7442

PETERSON, P.A.
W:iiVorkinTuylor, Nancy 2/S89WppeoibI~~peaI.N0TiCEEI/2607.d0c
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CANYON COUNTY CLERK
P.SALAS, DEPUTY

William F. Gigray
Christopher D. Gabbert
WHITE PETERSON, P.A.
5700 East Franklin Road, Suite 200
Nampa, Idaho 83687-7901
Telephone: (208) 466-9272
(208) 466-4405
Facsimile:
ISB Nos.:
1435,6772
wfg@whitepeterson.com
cgabbert@whitepeterson.com
Attorneys for Appellants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICJAL DISTRICT OF

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
KIRBY VICKERS and CHERYL VICKERS,
husband and wife,

)
)

CASE NO. CV-06-60094

1

PetitionersIAppellants,
VS.

CANYON COUNTY BOARD OF
COMMISSIONERS, a political subdivision of
the State of Idaho,

)
)
)
)
)
)

AMENDED
NOTICE O F APPEAL
[Correcting Case Heading with
Kirby Vickers and Cheryl Vickers as
PetitionersIAppellants]

)

Respondent,
EDWARD SAVALA,

At?tenn'ed NOTICE OF APPEAL [CORRECTING CASE HEADING WITH KIRBY VICKERS AND CHERYL

-

VICKERS AS PETITIONERSfAPPELLANTS] 1

ORIGINAL

TO:

THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENTS, CANYON COUNTY BOARD OF
COMMISSIONERS, AND ITS ATTORNEYS, DOUGLAS D. EMERY AND ERIC
GLOVER, EDWARD SAVALA, AND HIS ATTORNEY TODD M. LAKEY, AND
THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT.
[THIS Amended NOTICE O F APPEAL corrects the case heading as the Petitioners
NANCY TAYLOR and DOUG HOUSTON are not appealing this matter].
NOTICE IS HEREBY GNEN THAT:
1.

The above-named Appellants, KIRBY VICKERS AND CHERYL VICKERS,

husband and wife; appeal against the above-named Respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from
the Memorandum Decision on Judicial Review, entered in the above-entitled action on the 171h
day of October, 2007, Honorable Judge Petne presiding.
2.

That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgment

described in Paragraph 1 above is appealable under and pursuant to Rule 11(f) IAR.
3.

A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the Appellants then intend

to assert in the appeal; provided, any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the
Appellants from asserting other issues on appeal:
3.1

Whether the Court erred in failing to determine and hold that the Canyon
County Commissioners acted in violation of constitutional and statutory
provisions and upon unlawful procedure by amending in March of 2006
the 1995 Canyon County Comprehensive Plan after they had repealed and
replaced it in October of 2005 with the 2010 Canyon County
Comprehensive Plan;

3.2

Whether the Court erred in finding that the Canyon County
Commissioners' sua sponte amendment of the 2010 Comprehensive Plan
in March of 2006 without prior notice to the Parties and without any prior

Amended NOTICE OF APPEAL [CORRECTING CASE HEADING WITH KIRBY VICKERS AND CHERYL
VICKERS AS PETITIONERSIAPPELLANTS] 2

-

hearings before or recommendations from the Canyon County Planning
and Zoning Commission did not prejudice the substantial rights of the
Appellants even though such action violated constitutional and statutory
provisions and was based upon unlawful procedure in failing to comply
with the due process and notice requirements of Idaho Code § 67-6509 and
Canyon County Code Section 07-05-01;
3.3

Whether the Court erred in finding that the rezone was not "spot zoning"
because of the Canyon County Commissioners' simultaneous amendments
to the 1995 and 2010 Comprehensive Plans;

3.4

Whether the Court erred in finding that there was substantial evidence on
the record as a whole to support the findings of the Canyon County
Commissioners that the rezone was not in conflict with the 1995
Comprehensive Plan prior to the amendments;

3.5

Whether the PetitionersIAppellants are entitled to an award of attorneys
fees as a result of this appeal.

4.

Has an order been entered sealing all or any portion of the record? No.

5.

Appellant's request a Reporter's Transcript be prepared, as provided for in I.A.R.

25(a), in compressed format, of the following hearings before the district court for purposes of
this appeal, on or about:
5.1
6.

September 10,2007, oral arguments on Judicial Review;

The Appellants request that the following documents be included in the Clerk's

Record, for the purposes of this appeal in addition to those automatically included under Rule
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6.1

Petitioners' Opening Brief (2120107);

6.2

Respondent's Brief (5101107);

6.3

Intervenor Respondent Brief (4130107);

6.4

Petitioners' Reply Brief (6108107);

6.5

Entire clerks record for judicial review;

6.6

Transcription of May 19, 2005, public hearing before Canyon County
Planning and Zoning (already in court record);

6.7

Transcription of October 25, 2005, public hearing before Canyon County
Board of Commissioners (already in court record);

6.8

Transcription of October 27, 2005, public hearing before the Canyon
County Board of Commissioners (already in court record);

6.9

Transcription of March 14, 2006, public hearing before the Canyon
County Board of Commissioners (already in court record);

6.10

Transcription of March 31, 2006, public hearing before the Canyon
County Board of Commissioners (already in court record);

7.

I certify:
7.1

That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on the reporter;

7.2

That the clerk of the district court will he paid the estimated fee for
preparation of the Reporter's Transcript within the time required by rule
after notice to Appellants of the amount of the estimated fee;

7.3

That the estimated fee for preparation of the Clerk's Record will be paid
within the time required by rule after notice to Appellants of the amount of
the estimated fee;

.Amended NOTICE OF APPEAL [CORRECTING CASE HEADING WITH KIRBY VICKERS AND CHERYL
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7.4

That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant
to Rule 20.

DATED this 2ythday of November, 2007.
WHITE PETESON, P.A.

By:
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I hereby certifL that on this

gfi

day of November, 2007, I caused to be sewed a true

and correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below to the following:
Douglas D. Emery
Eric Glover
Canyon County Prosecutor's Office
1 1 15 Albany Street
Caldwell, ID 83605

-

Todd M. Lakey
Lakey Law, LLC
17 1 2 ' ~Avenue South, Ste. 201
Nampa, ID 83651

-

Yvonne Hyde-Gier
Court Reporter
1 115 Albany Street
Caldwell, ID 83605

-

US Mail
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile No. 208-454-7474

US Mail
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile No. 208-467-6559

US Mail
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Facsimile No. 208-454-7442

I

W:i WorhiYiVichers. Kirby & CheryliSnvala A ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ P L ~ ~ A D I N G S W ~ ~
Amended
~LII~N
11-29-07doe
OTICE
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808082

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
NANCY TAYLOR, etal.,
Petitioners,
And

KIRBY VICKERS, etal.,
Petitioners-Appellants,
-vsCANYON COUNTY BOARD OF
COMMISSIONERS, a political
Subdivision of the State of Idaho,
Respondent,

..............................................
EDWARD SAVALA,

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Case No. CV-06-o60og*C
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS

I

Intervenor-Respondent.

1

I, WILLIAM H. HURST, Clerk of the District Court of the Third Judicial District of
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, do hereby certify that the following
are being sent as exhibits as requested in the Amended Notice of Appeal:

Commissioner's Clerk's Record, Filed 1-11-07
Supplemental Commissioner's Clerk's Record, Filed 2-12-07
Exhibits from Commissioner's Hearings, Volume 1
Exhibits from Commissioner's Hearings, Volume 2
Transcript of Planning and Zoning Hearing, Dated 5-19-05
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS

(4) Transcripts of Canyon County Commissioner's Hearings, Dated

10-a5-0~,10-27-05,3-i4-06,
and 3-31-06
Petitioners' Opening Brief, Filed 2-20-07
Respondent's Brief, Filed 5-1-07
Intervenor Respondent Brief, Filed 5-1-07
Petitioners' Reply Brief, Filed 6-8-07

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and afixed the seal of
the said Court at Caldwell, Idaho this

day of

F& CL~CLO4

,2008.

WILLIAM H. HURST, Clerk of the District
Court of the Third Judicial
District of the State of Idaho,
in and for the County of Canyon.
By:
DepuW

-2

CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICLAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
NANCY TAYLOR, etal.,
Petitioners,
And
KIRBY VICKERS, etal.,
Petitioners-Appellants,
-vsCANYON COUNTY BOARD OF
COMMISSIONERS, a political subdivision of
the State of Idaho,
Respondent.
EDWARD SAVALA,
Intervenor-Respondent.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Case No. CV-06-06009°C
CERTIFICATE OF CLERK

)

1
1
1
1
1
1

1

I, WILLIAM H. HURST, Clerk of the District Court of the Third Judicial District of

the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, do hereby certify that the above and
foregoing Record in the above entitled cause was compiled and bound under my
direction as, and is a true, full correct Record of the pleadings and documents under
Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules, including specific documents as requested in the
Amended Notice of Appeal.
CERTIFICATE OF CLERK

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of

the said Court at Caldwell, Idaho this

day of

Fcbrurd

,2008.

WILLIAM H. HURST, Clerk of the District
Court of the Third Judicial
District of the State of Idaho,
in and for the County of Canyon.
De~uty
By:
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CERTIFICATE OF CLERK

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIm DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON
NANCY TAYLOR, etal.,
Petitioners,
And
KIRBY VICKERS, etal.,
Petitioners-Appellants,

CANYON COUNTY BOARD OF
COMMISSIONERS, a political subdivision of
the State of Idaho,
Respondent,

.....................................................
EDWARD SAVALA,
Intervenor-Respondent.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Supreme Court No. 34809
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

I, WILLIAM H. HURST, Clerk of the District Court of the Third Judicial District of
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, do hereby certify that I have
personally served or had delivered by United State's Mail, postage prepaid, one copy of the
Clerk's Record and one copy of the Reporter's Transcript to the attorney of record to each
party as follows:
William F. Gigray and Shelli D. Stewart, WHITE PETERSON, P.A.,
5700 East Franklin Road, Suite 200 Nampa, Idaho 83687-7901
David L. Young, Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney, and Douglas Emery,
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, 1115Albany Street, Caldwell, Idaho 83605
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

Todd M. Lakey, LAKEY LAW, LLC., 17 12THAve So., Suite 201
Nampa, Idaho 83651
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of

the said Court at Caldwell, Idahofhis

1

day of

cebc t a r j

,2008.

WILLIAM H. WURST, Clerk of the District
Court of the Third Judicial
District of the State of Idaho,

By:

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

